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UCF hospi~lity

CENTURY
Project
Impacts UCF

program to
become school
of hospitality
BECKI PANOFF

KRISTA ZILIZI

STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

Many
students
were
impressed, some were moved, but
no one was left unaffected, especially UCF English professor,
Martha Marinara. Marinara was
one of the first to sign her composition/womens studies line
class to view Frank Cordelles
.CENTURY project exhibit, a
chronological series of nude
women photographed from birth
till the age of 100 focusing on
issues regarding body image, violence against women and aging.
Because a primary topic discussed in her class earlier in the
semester had dealt with body
image issues such as anorexia
and bulimia, Marinara believed
the exhibit would provide her students with an interesting focus
for their response papers, as well
as addressing the issue regarding
the lines between art and pornography.
"I was much older before I

PHOl'O BY JASON KoKoTOFF

AKnight of laughs ·
Comedian Damon Wayans entertains students during the Week of Knights whidt induded o movie

night, a mosk night, and a luau.
CENTURY, Page 3

INSIDE

The hospitality management department will soon get
a rehaul, turning it intothe
school of hospitality, and soon
after that, it will become the
first of UCF's satellite campuses. In July, the hospitality program will be breaking away
from the school of business to
·form its own school, which
gives students the opportunity
to be in an intensive program
directed towards a degree in
hospitality management.
"We are restricted in the
college of business," said
Abraham Pizam, a professor in
the hospitality department and
the interim chair. "With
becoming a separate school,
we will be developing autonomy and independence."
The school will be in the
heart of the tourism industry,
thanks to a hefty $10 million
gift from hotelier Harris Rosen

SCHOOL, Page 3

-for more see Entertainment

Program to promote
minority role models

Election .2000
w

seg pages 5-7 ,for 'Campaign platfqrms
·~"'

DARCY ELENA RODRIGUEZ
STAFF WRITER
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Dining for donations
Memllers of die UCF Arts Allia11<e
-"~~nd the Get Carded dinner
held to benefit organ donation.
(left to right) Zila Vasquez, Perence
Angelora, Prisdla Valadares,Brent
Adrian.
...for llOl'e on Ille Get Carded pro..., seepage 10
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The Umversny of Central
Florida recently received a grant
of$600,000 to train graduate students with an interest in teacher
certification and a master's degree
in exceptio~al child education.
The program is geared towards
recruiting students of diverse
backgrounds as minority teachers
are underrepresented in Florida,
especially in this field.
The program is the
Varying Exceptionalities (VE)
Project and consists of full funding for tuition and fees, a stipend
of $5,500, and a $600 book
allowance. Successful completion
of the program will earn
students
Florida
Varying
Exceptionality
Teaching
Certification and a master's
degree in Exceptional Child
Education.
The program targets two
critical needs: the grave shortage
of certified special education
teachers in Central Florida, especially in high poverty areas, and
the lack of fully certified minority

teachers to serve as role models of
knowledge and success as well as
images of respect and inspiration.
"There is a critical need
for special education teachers,"
said Dr. Kevin Miller, project
coordinator, "The grant is a direct
response to the community."
The VE Project, proposed by
the Department of Human
Services and Wellness at UCF
and Exceptional Education, is
designed to train educators from
diverse backgrounds to work with
children and adolescents with
varying exceptionalities. Students
in the program will gain skills and
knowledge in understanding,
teaching and assessing students
through fieldwork and coursework. High poverty areas and
exceptional student schools are
expected to benefit from this project.
To receive the grant, UCF
was required to submit a proposal
as to the workings of the project,
which was reviewed by a panel
and accepted.

VE PROJECT, Page 2

"Experience
[$} the

'Experienced"
Katie Gilbert, Andy
Cupicha, and Eddie

Ruiz

"New Leaders
for a New Era"
Christine Kurle,
Dennis Sprenkle,
and Marco Pena

"These Kids
Don't Stand
a Chance0
Patrick
Dougan,
John Deeb, and
Karen Breneman
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CAB hosts week of Events, Job Fair to be held at UCF
ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

Campus Activities Board
entertains students
CAB recently hosted a week
long event, which featured a wide
variety of activities each night
from March 6 though March 9.
Week of Knights began March 6
with a 'Knight at the Movies'
featuring "The Sixth Sense" at
the reflecting pond. Tuesday
night spotlighted Damon Wayans
and his unique comedy act at the
UCF Arena. Wayans was a big
success, and had everyone rolling
in the aisles. Wednesday, a
' Knight of Music'
took place at the UCF Arena, and
highlighted two outstanding
bands; ''Big Sky" and " Sho
Nuff." Thursday rounded out the
huge week long event with a
Luau at the Pool along with

Thursday Knight Jive in the
Charlotte Harbor room in the
Student Union. Overall the event
was a
big success, with a large turnout
for all of the individual events.

Spring
Commencement

2000

Spring Commencement will
be held Fri., May 5 and Sat., May
6. The event will take place at the
UCF Arena. For additional information you can c.o ntact the
Registrar's Office at (407) 823-

3100.

Career Resource Center
welcomes all to attend job
fair
The Career and Resource
Center will be hosting a part time
and summer job fair. The event
will be held March 29 in front of
the Student Union from IO a.m.
until 2 p.m. Some of the companies that regularly attend the

event, but are not limited to, are: _Mapping and Data Management,
Aerial Communications, Church Public Safety Research centers,
Street Station, Federal Express, the National Center for Forensic
Hyatt Regency Grand Cypress Science and portions of NAWC's
Orlando, NationsBank, Best Buy Training Systems Division will
Company, Inc., Sears Retail & be some of the many to occupy
Home Improvem~nt Stores, Walt the 45,000 square foot, state-ofDisney World and the Lockheed the-art research center.
Martin Work Study Program. For UCF to host Shakespeare
more information, contact the Festival
Career Resource Center at (407)
UCF will be hosting the
823-:2361, or crc@mail.ucf.edu.
Shakespeare Festival at the Walt
UCF partners up with Disney Amphitheater downtown
Navy
at Lake Bola. A Comedy of
The university broke ground Errors will be showing from
March 2 on a new $9 .1 million March 31 through May 6, with
partnership on building in special preview shows on March
research park. The venture 29 and 30. Tickets will range in
marked the first time that the uni- price from $8 up to $35. Shows
versity will build a facility on on Thursdays will begin promptnon-state land. The land is to be 1y at 7 p.m., while showings
provided by the Navy, in Friday through Sunday will take
exchange for space in the new place at 8 p.m. Love's Labour's
facility. The UCF Criminal Lost will be showing as well
Justice Department's Crime from April 7 through May 7, with

preview showings on April 5 and
6. Tickets will range from $8 up
on through $35 as well.
Showings on Thursdays will
begin promptly at p.m., while
shows Friday through Sunday
will happen at 8 p.m. Reserved
seating for both shows is available. For more information, as
well as to make reservations,
contact the Festival box office
at (407) 893-4600.

The UCF Reflection Pond
closed for renovations
Construction is afoot in the
area of the reflection pond. These
renovations will include the
installation of new treatment system and fountain systems.
Construction,
which
began
March 3, will be underway
through May 6. Orange colored
fencing will close the area off to
students.

VE Project receives nod of approval from panel
FROM PAGE
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"This signifies our commitment to the community and the

community's needs, " said Dr.
Miller.
There are currently hundreds
· of unqualified teachers and this
program intends to aid in the correction of this problem. Through
the VE Projec~ the state is pro-

viding funding where itis needed
most, in the high poverty areas.
Teachers are also needed in areas
where the predominant population is from under represented
groups.
Intereste<l graduate students
and seniors are encouraged to
apply ., for
this program.
candidates must submit an appli-

cation and attend an interview,
which will be evaluated against
other applicants and the selection
priorities. The selection priorities
include that the applicant hold a
degree in elementary, secondary,
or exceptional child education; is
from a minority background; has
experience with children and
youth in high poverty areas; has a

commitment to a career in the
exceptional education field;
maintain full-time status; Md has
GRE scores that meet the minimal criteria for admittance into
graduate school.
"We're trying to make this
student friendly," said Dr; Miller
about the process of applying.
The program will also consider

students with degrees in other
areas~ however~ these students
will be required to take extra
courses.
Interested students should
see Dr. Millet before the {\_pril 15
deadline in the School of
Education.
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CENTURY encourages positive body images School set to be first satellite campus
FROM PAGE

,

)
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understood
the
difference
between beauty, nudity and sex.
Earlier, it all bad to do with sex,"
said Marinara.
Over 50 photographs were
displayed in
the Student
Resource
au di tori um
from
March 7- 9 during UCFs Body
SMART Week. CENTURY creator Frank Cordelle was present
all three days and led several
group discussions with students
and faculty members explaining
his purpose for CENTURY, ·and
encouraged students to ask questions about the exhibit and
express their personal reactions.
Initially a biology major,
Cordelle abandoned his biology
career to pursue a profession in
photography. But Cordelle had
more in mind than simply taking
random photographs; he vowed
to use his camera for a socially
meaningful purpose.
He remembered an experience he had at the age of five,
when he was sent from a room
when a family friend needed to
change her baby girls diaper.
Cordelle wondered if he was
being ·punished, or if he was
instead-being prevented from seeing an extremely horrible thing.
Later, during a visit to Germany
as a college student, Cordelle

found himself surrounded by graph, but because this exhibit is
people making out, cavorting now widely received throughout
around partially naked and real- the nation, women volunteering
ized no one seemed to pay any to be photographed frequently
special attention, except one per- contact Cordelle. Cordelle has
photographed girls and women
son, himself.
"Europeans have a much from all walks of life, including
more healthy attitude towards his own mother. Some of the photheir body and nudity,"said tographed women have battled
Cordelle. "Americans have a eating disorders, breast cancer
societal guilt and shame about and other debilitating diseases,
curiosity about other peoples while other women represent a
light-hearted view of femininity
bodies."
Theres a real crying need to and aging.
"It makes you think, maybe I
have a healthy perspective on
am beautiful," said sophomore
these issues.
"We cant run away from our Jennifer Mattocks.
Money is always a major
bodies and sex," said Cordelle.
"Thats the reason why this concern for Cordelle who has to
[exhibit] is almost always won- travel to his subjects in order to
photograph them. He receives all
derfully received."
"Its moving the way he got expense paid compensation only
women to open up like that and when his exhibit is displayed at
show themselves, " said freshman universities, colleges and churches throughout -the nation.
Matt Gray.
"When you look at the pic- Cordelle still hopes to phototures of these women, you don't graph for a limited time until he
compare yourself to them. These has enough photographs to pubwomen are real women. I didn't.,. lish a book. Because the majority
even think about myself," said
of Cordelles subjects are
freshman Katie Riker.
Caucasian women, Cordelle is
For the last tweJ?ty years, now seeking out subjects of
Cordelle has immersed himself in Asian , African American ·and
the CENTURY project, yet it Native American races in hopes
took him several years to work up of diversifying the CENTURY
the courage himself to tackle this project.
"When I'm finally done, I will
project.
In the beginning Cordelle miss it," said Cordelie. "This has
had to personally approach his been the· most important thing
subjects he wished to photo- I've ever done."

FROMPAGEl

of the Omni Rosen and Clarion
Plaza hotels, already a large
benefactor of UCF. If he is able
to buy a parcel of land from the
county as hoped, the school will
sit on the same land as a resort
hotel that Rosen will build on
International Drive, along with a
golf course and a sheriff department arid shared parking for the
school and the hotel. The hotel
would also be able to be used for
a teaching device for the school
as well.
"If we have a situation
where a class needs to see how a
front desk works, we have it
right there," said Pizam.
If that particular parcel of
land cant be secured, then another piece of land (there are three
being looked at as possibilities)
will be located for the project.
With this being the first
satellite campus for UCF, there
would be some changes in curriculum, for example, a student
starting out in the college of hospitality would get all of their
general education on the satellite

campus, and theoretically would
never have to step foot on the
UCF main campus, which in the
future could relieve some of the
beginnings of overcrowding on
campus.
The program will be intensive, focusing on hospitality
instead -0f the strong focus on
business that it had in· the past.
The school will be unique,
offering classrooms, offices,
recreational areas, food servjce,
an auditorium, library among
other amenities. They also hope
to have approximately 1000 students in four years, and by that
time, there would be a possibility of building dorms. There will
also be national and international recruiting for the school.
The program will be ready
in July of 2000, and the school
will move into its new home
whenever the building is completed. The school is still in the
process of searching for a dean.
"Hopefully in a few years,
we can have a Masters or even a
doctorate program. When you
are autonomous, you can do
that," said Pizam.

'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~----,----,~~~~~~~~~

Have a story idea?
E·mail us:
news@uclluture.com

)

'

Look for these new stands to pick up the
Central Florida Future
every Wednesday during the school year.

)

The campus newspaper for over 30 years!

'

Also to keep up with all the Knights' athletic teams
pick up a copy of Into The Knights.
The official publication of UCF Athletics.

into the
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Campus Locations
Student Union
UCF Library
Knights Pantry
Creol Parking Garage
Education Parking
Garage

Administration Bldg.
Education Bldg.
Engineering Bldg.
Business Bldg.
Libra Dorms

Health P/A Bldg.
UCF Bookstore
Fine Arts Breezeway
Career Resource Ctr.
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0-Team Decisions
made final for 2000
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

UCFs Orientation Team
recruits between 35 and 40 students each year to serve as role
models and facilitators to new
students corning to UCF. 0-tearn
members primary responsibility
is to provide assistance to new
UCF students and their parents.
Serving as a peer advisor to
incoming freshmen and transfer
students, 0-teamers main tasks
are to provide information
regarding UCF academics,
polices, campus services and
activities, and building locations.
In addition, 0-tearners help new
students select appropriate
schedules and conduct wellorganized group discussions
where students and parents can
ask questions about University
organizations, policies and procedures.
This year 36 students have
been selected to carry on UCFs
Orientation Program spmt:
Daniela Arguella, Lindsay
Baach, Brian Battles, Kristen
Brodmerkel, Sfiawn Cirnock,
Jessica Cordoba, John Crawford,
Katherine Domalavage, Bethany
Donato, Roy Ender, Tom
Ericksen, Lauren Fulton, Katie
Gilbert, Alaina Haddad, Billy
Hall, Melinda Hartigan, Laura
Hartzog, Kristin Harvey, Joe
Hilton, Matt Hinton, Nathan
Holic, Mike Hunsucker, Erica
Lonergan, Joe Maclellan, Lori
McDermott, Jaclyn Melton,
Megan Miller, Kristen Murphy,
Mike
Reynolds,
Brittany
Rideout, Sam Spelsburg, George
Steinbarger, Adrian Summers,
Kelly Tarnoney, Hope Wehrle,
and P.J. Weiss.
Final
decisions
were
announced in the late evening
hours on March 1 when new 0tearn members were notified of
their acceptance with toilet
paper draped from their cars and
glitter and ribbon showering
their front doors.
"I didn't want to come home
that night because I was so sure I
hadnt been picked," said new 0Tearner Hope Werhle. "When I
walked upstairs, it looked like an
Easter basket had exploded on
my front door."
Sixty-seven sophomore and
junior applicants completed a
four week long selection process
that
included
application,
resume, essay questions, individual and group interviews. The
0-Team selection committee, a
select staff of faculty and students 0-team closely works
with, base their selection criteria
on interviews, letters of recommendation, and even call references to help eliminate the overabundant number of qualified
applicants they receive each
year. Heavy consideration is also
based on campus involvement

and leadership roles, as well as
the newly raised 2.5 minimum
GPA requirements.
Premature 0-tearn training
begins in April at an organized
retreat that will teach basics in
teamwork, communication skills
and group activities. Official
training will begin in May five
days a week and will last until
freshman orientations sessions
begin in late June. A total of sixteen two-day sessions will take
place through out the summer
concluding in ear1y August. 0tearn members will also conduct
six additional one-day orientation sessions between November
2000 and January 2001 for
Spring Orientation.
0-team responsibilities take
precedence over any other outside obligations, particularly
during the summer sessions and
strict terms and conditions have
been outlined for new 0-team
members. 0-tearn members are
prohibited from being employed
as well as taking summer classes. Furthermore, members affiliated with Greek fraternities and
sororities are required to disaffiliate, and are banned from taking
part in any fall sorority prerecruitment, Greek forum, and
sorority recruitment parties. 0team members are also assigned
to on-campus housing in residence halls throughout the summer. In return, 0-team members
will earn $1600 for the year and
are exempt from both meal and
housing expenses.
"I've had two sisters and a
brother-in-law on 0-tearn, and I
worked in the office for a year,
so I was hoping Id be on the
team. I've seen everything that
goes on and wanted a chance to
be part of that," said new 0-tearn
member Shawn Cimock. "I'm
hoping to make a lot of new
friends outside my fraternity and
trying to get involved in more
things on campus."
Each year one Student
Orientation program assistant is
additionally selected who works
closely with the Graduate assistant in all aspects of the
Orientation program. Lisa
Doornbosch is this year's only
returning 0-tearn member, and
newly chosen program assistant.
As Student orientation Program
assistant, Doornbosch assisted in
0-team selection, will oversee
Family Team and Family
Program sessions during the
freshman orientations. Likewise,
she will serve as a liaison
between the orientation staff and
0-team members.
"0-team is one of the most
prestigious roles you can have at
the university [I believe]," said
Doornbosch. "We want people
who are doing orientation for the
right reasons. We want people
dedicated, motivated, enthusiastic, who show their love for
UCF."
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What role do you want to
play in the revolution?
Come by and see us when
we visit your campus:

DATE
3-23-00
PLACE
Student Union

TIME
5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

TYPE OF EVENT
Info. Session

www.ibm.com/whywo~k
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--=-=-=-=-=
-=--= =1:'
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Hey Students!
Do you like helping people?
Think you'd enjoy planning or marketing campus events?
Interested in fitness and other health issues?
Want to make a positive difference at l:JCF?
•

Apply to be a

WELLNESS PEER CONSULTANT
,l

Training and Team Building
Summer A
Employment minimum
12 hours per week during
Fall 2000 and Spring 2001

'
APPLICATION PERIOD
Monday, March 20, thru
Friday, March 31
at the Campus Wellness Center
UCF Student Health Services
823-5841

Location: Trailer 617 between CREOL & Arboretum

l
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Cupicha, Ruiz, Gilbert-CnRG to be way of 'uKNIGHTing' UCF

Katie Gilbert

}

(Student Body Vice President):
Sophomore, Maj-0r: Public
Administration
*Involved with Meals on
Wheels & Ronald McDonald
Hou.se
*Member of Health & Public
Affairs College Council
*Health & Public Affairs
Senator 99'-00'
*Fonner LIFT summit facilitator 99'
*Current Panhellenic Social
Chair

SHELLEY WILSON
STAFF WRITER

Obtaining a sense of community, students having representation in their leaders and connecting all elements of UCF
growth are the main issues that
the Presidential ticket of Andy
Cupicha, Eddie Ruiz and Katie
Gilbert want to change and
improve at UCF.
"We (CnRG) believe that the
success of a community directly
depends on its leaders, relationships and willingness of each

individual to work together and
enhance UCF's collegic community by providing ethical and
experienced leadership. This can
be achieved, but only if the
Student Body President is willing
to bring all parties to the table
and synergize the ideas and
efforts for the betterment of
UCF's community," SG President
Candidate, Andrew Cupicha stated.
Eddie Ruiz, Executive Vice
Presidential candidate, wants to
ensure that the Executive branch
works with all facets of UCF to
make ideas into reality.
"Student needs and concerns
can be addressed, but only if student leaders know what they are.
The first step is to provide ample
ways for their concerns to be
heard. CnRG believes in taking a
pro-active rather than a reactive
approach to this problem," Ruiz
said.
Having
communication
between students and administration about UCF growth is a top
concern for Student Body Vice
Presidential candidate, Katie
Gilbert.
"Often the little things that
count most get over looked due to
the rapid growth of UCF.
Communicating with students
and administrators will help
address weaknesses in the UCF
community," Gilbert said.
Cupicha would like to bring
collaboration in the new administration of CnRG.
"We are devoted to serving

Ruiz stated.
Gilbert wants students to
obtain a whole new philosophy of
th~ir government.
"Student Government officers are elected to serve the students. This principle is the genesis of our ticket. Serving the students isn't limited to allocating
money," Gilbert said.
Each candidate on this ticket
believes hearing students and
having them represented are a Eddie Ruiz
vital part of Student Government.
(Executive Vice President):
"First and foremost the SB
Junt.-0r,
Major:
Science
President needs to be available
J?<lu,cation
for students to express concerns.
This includes but is not limited
:l\'Student Body President,
to, open office hours and a proacValencia Community College
tive approach when dealing with
98'-99'
student needs," Cupicha said.
(Florida Leader Magazine
"We have 50 senators whose
named best SGA in state)
*Current
consultant
for
primary job is to represent the
Effective Leadership Member
students needs and concerns.
(eEL)
Senators should be going to their
'!'Current entertainment coordiclubs and organizations, not the
nator for LIFr Summit 2000
other way around," Gilbert ~aid.
*Selected
for
President's
CnRG believes their experiLeadership Council 2000
ence, diversity, creativity and
*Current Chairman for the
most importantly, our desire to
Student Union Board
serve the students sets up apart
*Current · Chief of Staff for
from the others.
"CnRG is a nucleus of three
experienced, dedicated and
unselfish student leaders who affect each other, lets make our
have united because of one com- experiences fruitful. CnRG has
mon truth: people need one been 'Knighted'. We owe that to
another. Synergy (CnRG) is the all of you. We can't promise the
combined action of different world, but we can promise we'll
agents or organs, producing a change your attitude about
greater effect than the sum of the Student Government," Cupicha,
various individu·al actions. Since Ruiz and Gilbert stated.
we all, in one way or another,

Andrew Cupicha
{PreSident):

Seni()f, Major: Liberal Studies
*Southeastern Interfratemity
Conference President, lst in
UCFhistory

"'.Founder and Past Director of
Halloween K,p.ights
,,
*Student Body PresidenttV.rce.f
President.99'-00'
*Interlratemity
Council
Executive VP - Fall 97'
*Arts & Sciences .Senator}),8':;
99'

.

the students. It's my job to ensure
that UCF students are provided
an environment where they
receive not only a great education
but are afforded opportunities. to
make friendships and achieve
their dreams," Cupicha said.
Ruiz wants there to be a
higher level of respect given to
students, faculty and administrators from all SGA participants.
"CnRG believes that respect,
integrity and professionalism
need to accompany every action
administered by student leaders,"

,

,

,

·." ;{Qin' lifff:{ff>plit,• W~nesday; <.Mlrcti Z2nd
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Sprenkle, Kurle, and Pena---- Candidates Share Views for the Future

Dennis Sprenkle
(President):
major:
Junior.
(Double)
Political Scien<::e and History
*Currently Director of Campus
Involvement
*C-0nsultant for Effective

Leadership
*Arts & Sciences Senator 98'-

99'

*Student
Board

Union

Advisory

*0-Team member 98'-99'
*Dean's List 99'
SHELLEY WILSON
STAFF WRITER

Improving school spmt,
changing the apathy among students and developing a good
image of UCF are top on the
agenda for the SG Presidential
ticket of Dennis Sprenkle,
Christine Kurle and Marco Pena.
"When we've talked to students on campus we found they
wanted more spirit and unity on
campus,"
Executive
VicePresidential candidate, Christine

Kurle, stated.
Dennis
Sprenkle,
the
Presidential candidate, wants to
help students become aware and
more involved in events happening on campus.
"Due to the fact that we're a
commuter school, one of our
biggest challenges is apathy. We
have to find a way to encourage
people to want to make a connection with the University to get
involved and we're determined to
try new things to make that happen," Sprenkle stated.
Marco Pena, Student Body
Vice-President candidate, wants
to bring UCF more positive publicity and make it spread further
than the city of Orlando.
"It's time to take UCF to· the
next level to get recognition in
and out of the state of Florida. We
need to increase our athletic visibilities and academic programs,"
Pena stated.
Some new things this ticket
would bring to UCF include utilizing web radio to increase
awareness of activities while creating a feeling of community
among UCF students. They also
want to establish "Knightmare"
as the premiere Homecoming
theme for each year.
"We're ready to work with
Campus Activities Board (CAB)
to establish a permanent tradition
of programming and activities for
the week of Homecoming,"
Sprenkle said.
Making sure students get

heard and have representation in
decisions that effect them is a
subject this ticket takes very seriously. Some of their plans for that
to happen are holding town hall
meetings, conducting surveys
and creating a bulletin board
over email with information on it
regarding open positions and
issues students had along with an
opportunity for students to post
suggestions or complaints.
"The only way we can hear
students is going out and listening to them by being accessible
to them in different ways,"
Sprenkle said.
Sprenkle, Kurle and Pena all
agree that their visionary for the
future and the diversity of their

Christine Kurle
(Executive Vice Presjdent):
Juniqr, Majoi:: PJJblic Relatiops
*Executive
Secretary
for
Paahetlenic Council
*Arts & Sciences Senator 98'-99'
*Student Government Justice
*Ptesident's.List 99'
*Orde~,,of. Omega

· *q~~o ~h-0Iar '

ticket sets them apart from the
others.
"The diversity of our backgrounds has put us in touch with
all areas of the UCF community
and will help us usher in the new
era of responsible government,
Pena stated.
Along with responsibility,
Pena also believes the change
from a two-man to a three-man
administration
in
Student
Government will help join efforts
made by the organization as a
whole.
"Although there are pros and
cons to the three-man ticket, I
feel that it will make positive
strides in uniting the executive
and legislative branches of
Student Government," Pena said.
This ticket holding experience in all branches of Student
Government is a plus for handling SG issues, but Sprenkle
says that their 'people' experience
counts for more in comparison.
"This ticket has experience
in all three branches of SG which
is important, but our past experiences with helping and understanding students our even
important," Sprenkle said.
Regardless of all experience
this ticket may hold, Pena
believes the leaders of Student
Government should want to bring
it back to serving students.
"My goal is to bring integrity
and commitment back into
Student Government because the
students need leaders who will
11

Marco Pena
(Student Body Vice
President):
SopbomQre, (Double) Major:
Marketing -and MIS
*Management

Committee Chair
*Interfratemity Council VP of

Leadership and Academic
Development
*V{;qmer of Ewerging Student
Leader Award
*Representative
Business
C.ollege Council
*Current Business Senator

of

their heart and soul into making
UCF the school of the present
and the future, Pena said.
Moving
Student
Government in the right direction
and away from the past is . the
final destination that this ticket
wants to hold.
"We're all dedicated to
putting the past behind and moving forward to serve the needs of
the students by giving it a hundred and ten percent," Kurle 'said.

•
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Deeb, Dougan, and Breneman---Candidates look and plan for UCF present and future
Breneman.
"When we first got involved,
STAFF WRITER
we did so out of outrage with
Fiscal responsibility, making regard to the frivolous spending
Student Government
more of the Activities and Service Fee
diverse and creating awareness of funds. We intend to give Sttldent
issues important to students are Government back to the students
on the agenda for the SG by focusing on spending student
Presidential ticket of John Deeb, money on programs that will
Patrick Dougan and Karen
bring long-term benefits to students," Presidential candidate,
John
Deeb, stated.
JOHN DEEB
Karen
Breneman, Executive
(President):
Presidential
candidate,
Vice
Senior,
(Double)
would
like
to
change
the
Major:
Executive
Cabinet
by
implementFilm/Animation and
ing more involvement from all
Advertising/Public
UCF students.
Relations
"We would like to have participation from all of UCF's many
*Arts & Sciences
niches in terms of culture, acadeSenator 991-00'
mics,
ethnicity, the arts and poli*President
of
tics.
We
believe that by restrucAmbush Qroupt a
turing
the
Executive Cabinet to
production.
and
include
positions
for representaadvertising agency ,
tives
of
clubs
and
organizations
*Produced short filffi,
of interest,
from
a
diverse
scope
"Continuity''
the Executive Cabinet would
truly function as an advisory
_ board for the President and Vice
President," Breneman stated.
Making students aware of
issues surrounding them is an
important part of Student
Government's function according
to Student Body Vice President
candidate, Patrick Dougan.
"We feel that this year's
Board of Regents Conference
was a real eye-opener
SHELLEY WILSON

KAREN
BRENEMAN
(EXecutive Vice
President)
Junior,
Major:
Drawing/Printmaking

for the UCF Student Body. As a
governing body at a university of
over 30,000 students, the UCF
Student Government should
remain informed of social and
political issues that are relevant to
students and subsequently make
an effort to make this information
readily accessible to students,"
Dougan said.
· "There are so many current
issues on a whole-world level that
deserve attention from young,

proactive college kids like our- stated.
The ticket of Deeb, Dougan,
selves; we think its time to start
paying attention at home and and Breneman ultimately wants
change that they say is desperatebeyond," Breneman stated.
Along side with having ly needed and hopes through their
knowledge about issues, this tick- . unique ideas that the change will
et wants to open Student be a positive one for the students.
"We feel that this ticket repGovernment up for students and
make it a more student-friendly
resents a much-needed wind of
change in the ranks of Student
place.
"Among our top priorities is Government and we are ready to
making this organization a truly
extend this independent platform
student-governed
Student into the most influential positions
Government. We want to prop of the executive branch to impleopen the office doors and give the ment change from within," Deeb
regular student a reason to come said.
in and get involved; be it funding
for their club or a position on the
Executive Advisory Board or
","' PATRICK
perhaps to lend a hand next door
DOUGAN
at Campus Activities Board
"''
{Stqdent
Body Vice
(CAB)," Deeb said.
~': .. ;;i.,. ,,,Pr~sigent)
De~b,
Dougan
and
Spphqttwre.
} ,. Major:
Breneman agree the position of
,
.
;
i~~!Pfr~Jevi&ion
~ '
Student Body Vice President as
the additional third-man part of
i.Axts ·& Sciences
the SG administration · is not
s;~aroi:99'-oo<
required, but i9tend on making
*Co:produced a televithe position a successful one.
siol1 show called "The
"We have agreed that the
Backyard''
supplemental third person position is an unnecessary one
because the Vice President does
very little as it is and it's a paid
position. However, we have plans
to make each position as effective
as possible thrnugh a variety of
programs and the elimination of
the current position of Vice
President's Assistant," Dougan

Other SG Presidential ticket consisting ef{President) Tayo Akinrefon, (Executive Vice
President) Lionel Nimmo, and (Student Body Vice President) Temitayo Akinrefon could
., nef·be c0nfactfd 'by .p:re~s~1tjme, ·~
""
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.
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HOW WOULD YOUR BEST FRIEHD DESCRIBE YOU?

(UPDATES FOR UCF FRESHMEN)!

D
D

D
D
D

D
D

Dependable
Energetic·
Good Listener
Helpful
Motivator
Fun Loving
Interested in fitness &
other health issues

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
(FAQs)
When does Summer/Fall 2000
registration begin?
-Summer /Falt registration begins on
March 28th for Honors, LEAD Scholars,
and scholarship student-athletes. Most
returning freshmen have an early registration appointment cime during the sec1
ond week of April.

You could be just the
Wellness Peer Consultant
· we are looking for!

When and where can I pick up
my Summer/Fall 2000 schedule
of courses booklet?
, -Schedule booklets wiU be available
beginning March 20th in al1 of the first
year advising offices, college advising
offices, or academic departments. Don't
forget "to request a degree audit. It will
have y0tJr registration appointment date
and time.

Training & Team Building this summer.
Employment 15 hours per week for Fall 2000 & Sprinc::- 2001 .
Application Period Monday, March 20 - Friday, March 31
at the Campus -Wellness Center, a dMsion of UCF Student
Health Services (407-823-5841)
Location: Trailer 61 7 between CREOL and the Arboretum.

Is it too late to see an acade.
mic advisor for $4,mmer/Fall
~thedule pJa{lning?
,·..
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Student receives editing internship
TAYLOR CLARK
STAFF WRITER

UCF junior, Elaine LeBlanc
will have a more exciting summer than most. As the first UCF
student to obtain acceptance into
the Magazine Internship Program
sponsored by the American
Society of Magazine Editors,
Elaine will spend her summer
interning with a prominent magazine in New York City.
This program offers handson learning experience and will
effectively prepare her for the
competitive business world,
while she concurrently enjoys
"The Big Apple.
Elaine, a Finance major and
Magazine Journalism minor, first
heard about the internship opportunity last spring, while reading a
small publication, U. Mag,
which is often times distributed
within the Central Florida
Future.
Although very interested, at
the time she was not yet eligible.
ASME requires applicants to
have finished their junior year,
with a full senior year ahead.
They also require experience in
reporting, writing and editing.
Motivated, Elaine has spent the
past several months gaining
experience to help her become a
11

!'·

strong candidate for
this internship.
She
became
a
consultant at
the writing
center
on
campus and
also began
LeBlanc
writing for the
Future.
Her hard work definitely
paid off. Elaine now has the
opportunity to intern with one of
44 renowned magazines. As can
be imagined, she is eager to begin
her summer plans.
"I am looking forward to
gammg valuable experience
while making potential contacts
and new friendships," she said.
"It is going to be a great summer."
Following acceptance, participants are required to list their
top six choices of publications
they would most enjoy working
with. Three of the six magazines
she indicated were financial
ones: Fortune, Money and
Business Week.
"I am hoping to intern with
Fortune, 1' she said. "It would
allow me to simultaneously experience my major and my minor in
the real world."

Integrating her interest in
money and magazines does not
stop here. This ambitious young
woman has big pians for herself.
"Following graduation," she
said, "I would like to work on
Wall Street for a few years and
hopefully use that experience to
get involved in the magazine
industry."
Being the first UCF student
to participate in this program is
PHOTO B\' SHELLEY WILSON
quite an accomplishment. Elaine
Ali Miller {<enter) hands out information to students about organ and tisacknowledges Journalism professue donation al the ."Gel Carded" Fair on Man:h 8.
sor, Fred Fedler for being a pivotal player in her achievement.
"If it had not been for
Professor Fedler, I would not
Middagh's family is not
have written to begin with, she
alone in waiting for an organ
SHELLEY WILSON
insisted. "He encouraged me to
transplant. More than 66,000
STAFF WRITER
write for the paper, he wrote my
An;iericans are waiting for a liferecommendation for the writing
Volunteer UCF's "Get saving organ, including 2,346
center and he helped me comCarded" proID'a:tn, bas special Florida residents. Less than half
plete my internship application. I
meaning to Student Director of thos~ people will receive a
am very thankful for all of his
Ricky Middagh.
transplant and during this year,
help."
His father was diagnosed 5,000 will lose their lives
While in the spotlight for a
with cardiomyopathy. a condi- because an organ will not be
moment, Elaine took the opportion that weakens the heart. At found in time.
tunity to offer one piece of valusome point he wilL.need a transAlthough UCF is the oaly
able advice to all other journalplant due to hi~;·l.l~,~ aging three univ~f$~ty in the couo,try to parism students interested in eventu- times the ~ormaLi;ate. ,
·
ticip~t(};..lli this program. others
ally obtaining the same internCreati~ aw~'h~ss of -0rgan are ca:tCrung on due to tJ.Cl."1s
ship: "Get involved early in jour· and tissue don~t,Jon is. one way success. USP will have a "Get
nalistic activities so you can get
Middagh says sijpws honor for Cat"dedH fair in April and
the experience [ASME] is lookhis father and oth¢rs
in the same Tennessee, Kentucky, Iowa and
. .w ·.:::.
ing for."
condition.
.
UCLA also have expressed inter··1 Iike' dot
eS'.t'm;$~ing a program.
,,father and
· .'· ,;; ;Flot .more information about.
~ware,'' Mid&i
the" q(j¢t ~ded" program.,_ call
us feel good when ' .we make a (407) 823-647 L
difference and do a good job."

Creating awareness can save lives
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Americans overweight compared to world
JOSHUA MURDOCK
STAFF WRITER

Are we becoming pigs or
just victims to society's cruel but
delicious fast food craze? In the
year 2000, not only is the world
population growing but the
world's waistlines are too.
For the frrst time in history, it
has been reported that the number
of the underfed equal the number
of overweight. I don't think that
means all the people overweight
are stealing the food that could
help feed those that are underfed,
but you never know.
Americans live daily seeing
the ideal bodies of the super-fit,
super-thin and super-sexy superstars. Say that five times fast now.

Every television show, movie and
magazine actor has the hot body
that every American wants, but it
seems that most settle for an extra
value meal and banana split
instead. Fast food and junk food
are what every middle and lower
class American lives by.
During the middle ages the
kings, queens and others of nobility we very well fed and many
times obese. Unlike American's
today in which those of wealth
and the educated can afford to eat
healthier food and also know
how. While those of the lower
class and college kids seem to
rely mainly on fast food and junk
foods.
Just the opposite countries
such as China, India and Brazil

show that those that are well off
seem to be getting fatter as the
poor get hungrier. This, of
course, is due to the fact that
Brazil doesn't eat half the junk we
Americans eat. And the poor in
Brazil are barely eating at all.
Has our society come to rely
on fast foods as a way of life?
Remember those days when
Mom cooked a nice big home
cooked meal? Now think how
many times a week · or maybe
even a month you get such a treat.
Fast foods have become too convenient and assessable for today's
mobile society. Americans seem
to be always on the go.
It's hard to imagine that 55
percent of the American population is overweight. What exactly

do we consider overweight? pie in these two countries are
Look around your classroom and underweight. And they are not on
count how many people do you the Jenny Craig plan.
Both underweight and overbelieve are overweight. How did
you figure out they are over- weight individuals face the same
weight? Did you think of what is problems, such as sickness, disthe perfect body? Did· you think abilities, shortened life expectanof who was fat and didn't look cy and lower productivity levels.
like that television star that looks Those overweight individuals
ever so sexy in those skintight usually have a better chance in
correcting
their
problems
pants?
Other countries are having . because they aren't having a lack
overweight problems too; mainly of anything but will power.
Just remember that old saythose in Europe where poor eating habits have become a signifi- ing from the dinner table that
there are plenty of starving kids
cant part of their society too.
In retrospect, other countries in China that would love to eat
such as Bangladesh and India are what's left on your plate. Get out
facing there own poor eating the glad wrap and call UPS
habits. Its what many call starva- because off to China go those tertion. Over 50 percent of the peo- rible liver and onions.

Like it or not, cliques thr!ve in all walks,of life
BRETT WINGE~ER
THE HUUABALLOO
TULANE:UN!VERSffY

There's an obligatory .-.'Column to write at some point in the
college press.
Jt's the one wh¢re your
friendly neighborhood colurpnist
laments the cliques and social
classes of the university '¥orld"
usually after he's been shot down
in flames by the head cheerleader AND the girl with the
dreds and pierced tongue.
I'd better take my turn now
and write .aboutostracism, popu~
larity, cliquishness, and bullying
-- at least before r graduate and
step into the real world, which of
course bas none of these.
True, we have this nasty tendency to categorize ourselves
and others. We form little groups
unified by sollJ.e feature :._ listen~
ing to Marilyn Manson, playing
football, wearing those born-

rj:inmed glasses with the little tormented artist, and pt'oduce
ring of tape across · the nose -- variously sensitive portrayals of
and declare everyone else to be childhood angst.
inferior or shallow.
"
The brilliant examples of
I'll spare'y~u the exhaustive the latter, from "Heathers'' .to
listing o-f ' each grdup, and the "The c;tcher the ,Rye;,'' sug;..
index _·of 'their ._ prejudices. Not , ·ge$t that teen ostracism -- like
only have.you read' enough lists milita.rY school; ruler~wielding
in'" enough coltimns, but we've nuns, and fathers like Malachy
also aU known it since ,kinder- McCourt -- exists 0nly as an evil
garten.
joke of the Muse.
On the other hand, you
We start to examine it more
critiyally as we mature, and by might explode. Your father's gun
the time we're 18or19 -- or 40 - -- hell, your gun! -- starts to
- we may realize that there's gleam a little darker after a fe_w
more tb the world beyond our years of bu]Jying.
cliques.
Remember Columbine?
Ot course, if you're 14 and
Of course you do; it's still a
the jocks beat you up every othtr focus for national hand-wringweek because you can form a ing, along with the several shootcomplete sentence, you might ings which followed. But there
J;ealize this earlier than most. was an interesting subtext tfJ.at
You might weather the pain, appeared soon after the initial
blossom in early adulthood, and shock, played 'out beneath ihe
end up owning your tormentors, .outraged calls :for more metal
at least if movies sttch as-ftBack detectors and censorship of "The
to the Fufilre" ate tcfbe 6elieved. · MatriJC'
Yoµ rmght stor~it lfl, becom~ a ,..
A few commentators dared

ip

to suggest that we should examine the social structure of the
American high school, and were
crucified for · their pains by the

The lucky ones grow-out of
it. The unlucky ones become

makes it hard for those who can't
fit ""into the roles.I know I've
boughtfn ..... andlwasn'texactly
one of the cool ltids. It takes a
steeled, icy hearted dissenter to
watch a small-town homecoming
parade without feeling a rosy
cultural glow.
And I can live with that.
There's a reason, a tolerable if
not sufficient reason for the
cliques and bullying of children - namely, childhood.. Children
have an enormo-tls capacity fol'.
innocent cruelty. Tftey also have
a need to classify~ to categorize~
to djvid((, as :fitst step toward

talk-show hosts.
Which I guess is the point.
Our college cliques ar:enft any
different from those we've. seen
in childhood, in high school or in
business. The difference is that
we1re growing up. Ifs the start of
alifelong chance to break out of
our yrejudices, in the company
of new people.
Take it.
Oh, and before I finish,
there's one more way to react to
the cliquishness and prejudice.
You can become bitter; you can
count one more inch of moral
high ground for every snub. You
can list and parody the values of
every social group you see. Why
buy into society at all, when it's
so flawed?
Perhaps you write newspa~
per columns. Perhaps you tune
..out entirely.Perhaps you gather
'With' othe.ts who share your pain

underst@ndipg lliewdrld.

and your tlibilism.

cr_usad~-fS

for censorship aµd

family Yalu~. Itts a valid point,
though.
.
As a society, We're still

heavily invested i:rt the American
higb school experie11ce, which

a
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responsibility for MP3 downloads
tion distribution tool ever <level- versity discipline action for
oped by mankind. Researchers downloading too many free
from around the world can music files (MP3s). Blame,
THE COUEGIAN
COLORADO STATE UNNERSJTY
share information. Students though, must be shared. CSU
from all walks of life can boost bas the obligation to inform stuThe Issue: A CSU student their education with Internet dents of potential legalities that
faces university discipline for resources. It can also be used to stem from "misusing" universidownloading MP3 tiles on his get a lot of free stuff. Colorado ty equipment.
dorm computer.
State University provides stateIgnorance by a student is
Our Response: In this tech" of-the.. art computers, systems not a defense from the law, but
nology age. schools have the and software to its students and for the money students pay in
responsibility to educate ,their faculty. CSU's ethemet, wired tuition, they deserve legal
students aboutlntemet use. The th:roughout campus, allows enlightenment from the univerInternet was developed over quick and easy downloading of siiy counting their money.
thirty years ago by the U.S. mil- files off the web.. These files
College graduates today
itary- in order to decentralize consist of everything: games, leave universities with more
American intelligence~ The idea programs and even music. computer knowledge than ever
was to make sure that all the Downloadiug~ howev(tr. .steps before. A crucial piece of that
vital information wasn't kept in oh a lot of companies' toes. "'. ,,education, however, is technoljust one building, but stored in Those companies aren't · 112:\ppy . ogy-related ethics. It takes some
s¢veral places thioughout the . . abOut it,' because if costs, them "' common sense on the students'
nation.
money. .. . ~
part, but it also requires further
Since then, the Internet has
Now> a CSU student living training and- education on the
become the greatest infonna- in the,residence halls faces uni- school's part.
SPECIAL TO THE
FUTURE

London........... $341
Paris.......... ! ••• $391
Los Angeles.... $331

Madrid .......... $447
AD fares are rounckrip. Tax not included.
Some restrictions apply.
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University Writing Center
Find the time come to the UWC! If you know your paper is due,
DON'T WAIT! We are booking up fast!

Parents need to shoulder more
responsibility for society's ills
KEELI POINTER

See our website:

http://reach.ucf.edu/-uwc to make your
appointments.

We can help both GRADS
and UNDERGRADS.

IT'S NEVER TOO EARLY!
(407) 823-2197
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•FREE Follow-Up Exam
• Licensed Physicians.

Birth Control & Gyn Services by
All Women's Family Planning Center, Inc.

• Pap Smears & Exams
. • Depo .Provera .
• Norplant
• STD Testing & Treatment • Mommg After Piils • IUD
Convenient appointments to fit your busy schedule

Great Discounts on Brand Name Birth Control Pills

Receive $5 offAnnual Exam with this Ad

Safe, Supportive, Conjidendal
cPltloW"~'~ ~ ~~o/W~~ efnc.

w;:;i

~If~ 834-2262
Ctn/er

Toll Free 1-888-257-2262

THE VALENCIA SOURCE
VALENCIA COMMUNITY COUEGE

I read this book by Bryce
Courtenay called "The Power of
One" when I was in 6th grade. I
later saw the movie made from
the book, but never really understood the meaning of either until
now.
Courtenay weaves a tale of a
young boy, Peekay, in war-torn
South Africa. The boy is raised
by Doc, a German scholar and
horticulturist, who teaches him
the fine art of boxing, along with
how to reach your dreams, and
how to live life to the fullest.
It wasn't until I picked up a
recent copy of "The Orlando
Sentinel" to see a picture of two
women grieving on the front
page that I could understand the
strength this novel possessed.
When a 6-year-old takes a
gun to elementary school and
fatally shoots another 6-yearold, all we can do is grieve.
When, students at local area
schools are required to wear ID
badges to identify themselves at
all times to curb the amount of
'strays' on campus and to prevent
violence in our schools, we
should be concerned. When the
state legislature and school
board of Louisiana feels they
have to pass a mandate requiring
schoolchildren to address their
teachers and staff as 'sir' and
'ma'am' because parents have
failed to instill this basic courtesy, we should be outraged.
We place plenty of blame
and point plenty of fingers -usually away from ourselves, of
course. We blame gun manufacturers for not making their
weapons safer, the media for
flooding our television news-

casts with violent images and the
entertainment industry for peddling every sick and twisted element of society.
We forget that teaching
right from wrong starts at home·.
Peekay experienced apartheid
first hand. He rose above it to
achieve ·his dreams. fie didn't
give in to the violence and evil
all around him -- largely because
he had a strong mentor who took
the time to educate him about
personal responsibility, decency
and honesty.
These days, many parents
are approaching child raising
with a hands-off approach. They
are following First Lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton's mantra that "it
takes a village to raise a child."
Great idea to follow her.
She's sure got the ideal family.
The village approach will
never work, because individuals
rarely are willing to take the
blame when their children do
something wrong. Not even parents. Dylan Klebold and Eric
Harris' parents have yet to apologize to the town of Littleton,
Colo., for the pain their sons
have inflicted on that tiny community. Neither father has said,
"I shouldn't have taught my son
to bunt.. I'm sorry. " _N~ither
mother has said, "Maybe if I had
spent more time loving my child,
yours would still be alive for you
to love."
Instead - they point fingers
at video game makers and movie
directors for giving pumping
horrific images into their sons'
heads.
I have great parents, who I
know raised me right. Because
of them, I understand that violence is never the answer, that it
is wrong to kill people, that
drugs and alcohol won't solve
anything, that people are humans

just like me and that I am not
above anything else in this
world.
My parents weren't afraid to
punish me, either. I spent my fair
share of days and weeks inside,
grounded, for making a bad
decision.
Sitting down with your
child and explaining why their
decision was wrong can do wonders. I always knew I had done
something big when I had to sit
down and talk with my dad, He
never raised his voice. He never
used profanity or insulted my
intelligence.
If I brought home a bad
grade, he would simply ask me
why. If I did something to anger
my mom, again, he asked me
why.
There was no punishment
worse than having to explain to
my father why I had done something wrong -- something I knew
was wrong while I was doing it.
Talking to your child can be
the most effective form of punishment.. The simple acts of
expectation and concern are
what kids want and need. The
want their parents to pay attention to their lives. They want
their parents to talk to them.
They want their. parents to simply love them.
My parents love me unconditionally. And it is because of
their love that they want me to
reach for my biggest dreams and
have such high expectations.
There is no punishment better or
worse for a child than for them
to have to admit that they let the
people who have unconditional
love for them down.
I dread ever letting my parents down because I know how
much they expect from me. I
wouldn't expect any less of them
than that.

www.abortion-clinics.com
l'-'/"~--._,
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Future Tribe Proiect promotes clean fun
of voting. In
this
past
mayoral
election the
Ecstasy, LSD, overdoses, death! FTP regisHow do these things connect to a group of tered 100110 people.
people listening to music?
For those people who don't know The organitoo much about the rave scene it's not zation felt
that Glenda
because it's a new concept.
In fact the movement began in the Hood's antilaw,
'80s in England as an underground move- rave
ment in a time called "The Summer Qf which states
Love". It is a movement based ori House, bars
and
· Techno, and Acid music but mainly the clubs must
close at 3:00
feeling of love.
was
Since Raves began to take place am,
to
they where supposed to be a safe haven of unjust
music and socialization, something to those who
the
enrich the human spirit with togetherness. enjoy
But today these gatherings have become scene in a
unwillingly associated with drug use and peaceful,
became illegal. What happens to those · legal manwho can enjoy the scene without the drug ner. So the
atmosphere? Did some people ruin it for FTP
got
an entire community of music and fun together
information
lovers?
PHOTO BY MARK ELLENT
The Future Tribe Project is a non- on the can- High on lots of fun: The new Rave scene promotes drug-free parties, safer venues and the same drum 'n bass beats.
profit organization that enjoys spreading didates so
the message of P.L. U.R.R. They pass along people could be as informed as possible dancing. The next Party in the Park will be that the group spent several weeks preparon May 6 at the Barnett Park, which will . mg.
the Peace, Love, Unity, Respect, and when it came time to vote.
Future Tribe usually gets about
But even outside the rave scene be free to the public to attend.
Responsibilities in many ways.
The Future Tribe Project has 100-150 guest.s at their raves.
FTP' s drug free raves are an the Future Tribe continues its spirit of love,
It is the feeling of the Future
opportunity for people to come together community, and responsibility. FfP takes become the first chapter of Dance Safe in
Tribe Project that they do not condone nor
and get to know each other, while listening part in a lot of community service, such as Florida.
Dance Safe is a nation wide orga- support drug usage.
to some awesome music by some great Habitat for Humanity and Adopt-Anization
that
shares
Future
Tribes
disHighway.
Along
with
the
community
serThey
feel
that
there
are ways to
DJs.
But it's not all just about the par- vice, FfP has found another way to give claimer, which is neither group claims to enjoy life without them, but if you do
be anti-drug but they are both pro-educa- choose to use them, be responsible.
tying. At these raves FTP hands out infor- back to the community.
The Future Tribe Project is an
The organization's claim to fame ti on.
mati<?n about STDs, sexual responsibility,
organization
that promotes having a good
On March 18 the Future Tribe
and the drugs that are often generalized has become the Parties in the Park that
tiJlle
but
doing
it responsibly.
with raves.
they sponsor, which is funded by the cover held another one of its raves to fund the
For
more
information about the
May 6 Party in the Park; it was held at
Also, at these raves you can reg- charge guests' pay at the raves.
Future
Tribe
you
can
contact them at their
ister to vote. It is the FTP's feeling that in
The Parties in the Park is another Haven Lounge.
The theme for this rave was an website www.ftpcfl.cjb.net or email futureorder to be taken seriously people should opportunity for people to come together
make their voices heard through the power over a day of fun in the sun, barbecue, and underwater theme with great decorations tribecfl@hotmail.com.
PATTY CANEDO
STAFF WRITER

Orlando turns alittle Irish on St. Patrick's
PATTY CANEDO
STAFF WRITER

Everyone is always a little bit
Irish when March 17 comes around but
what is St. Patrick's Day? Who was St.
Patrick?
Patrick was born in Scotland
around 385, most likely in Kilpatrick. At
the age of fourteen he was captured by a
raiding party and taken to Ireland. There
he was a slave who would tend to sheep. At

this time Ireland was a land of Druids and
Pagans. Patrick's captivity lasted till the
age of twenty; he escaped after having a
dream from God. He was told in the dream
to leave Ireland by going to the coast. He
returned to Britian and his family.
Later he had another dream in
which the people of Ireland begged him to
return. He became a priest and then eventually a bishop. He was sent to take .the
Gospel to the people of Irelapd. One of the
legends that has this man has been known
for is that when he got to Ireland he was

greeted by a chieftain who tried to kill him
but Patrick converted the chieftain after he
was unable to move his arm till he was
friendly to Patrick.
With his preachers they converted
thousands of people and began to build
churches. Kings, their families, and entire
Kingdoms converted to Christianity.
Patrick remained in Ireland for 40 years
where he worked _many miracles and wrote
of his love for God. After living in poverty
and suffering he died on March 17, 461, he
died at Saul where he build the first

679-5144
Complete Line Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers
Wire Service or
Delivery available
over phone with
Major Credit Card
"Same Day Delivery"
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church.
Today people celebrate the legends of St. Patrick in many different ways.
The city of Orlando displayed its celebration in a parade downtown. On March 11
organizations and businesses from all over
Orlando displayed their Irish spirits, from
104.1 's Monster's of the Midday to the
comedic Carrot Top. Tons of people
attended to watch the wonderful floats,
catch some green beads and possibly spot
a leprechaun, despite the cloudy weather.
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"A Full Servir:e Florist"
TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
407-629-0050

Fax: 679-6787
15% Discount to
All Students &
Faculty with I.D.

10069 University Blvd
Orlando, FL 32817
407-6~9-5144

(on the corner of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)
www.allinbloom.com delivery service excludes discount

wire service excludes discount

We service to
ALL parts of
the country
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Damon wavans packs UCF arena
PATTY CANEDO
STAFF WRITER

The Campus Activities Board
presented UCF with a week filled of
entertainment. March 6 began "The Week
of Knights" events that included movies,
comics, concerts, and a chance to be creative.
To begin the week CAB showed
the movie the Sixth Sense over the reflection pond; several students attended to
enjoy the thriller.
On Tuesday the arena overflowed with students already to laugh.
The very popular comic, Damon Wayans,
cracked UCF students up with his hysterical observations about his showbiz family
life, relationships and more. Michael
Dean Ester warmed up the anxious crowd
with his unique take on campus life.
Ester, who shared the big screen with
Marlon Wayans in the movie Senseless,
will return to the arena with his one-~an
comedy show on March 21.
The week would not have been
complete without some great musical
entertainment. Big Sky headlined at the
arena to excited music lovers.
To complete the week students
were given the opportunity to share their
creativity with their fellow students. CAB
hosted their open microphone Thursday

Knight Jive.
The week of March 6 was full of
great entertainment and good opportunities to hang out with fellow UCF students. CAB did-a great job in presenting
the UCF community with night after
night of fun events.

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Making an arena laugh: Standup comedians Michael Dean Ester and Damon Wayans kept the packed UCF Arena alive during another CAB event.

Road Runner's advanced cable
connection technology lets you get
around the Internet at speeds no
dial-up online service can match.

.• NO MORE LONG WAITS
• NO MORE BUSY SIGNALS

• NO RISK! No contracts and a 30-day
msmey-back guarantee·

• FASTER! Up to 50 times faster than a
28.8 dial-ilp'connection

•SMARTER! Always on. Always connected.
Never ties up your phone line

• GREAT VALUE! Comparable to the cost of your
existing Internet Service Provider
and second phone line

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

~TIME WARNER
~ COMMUNICATIONS
www.twcentralflorida.com
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Knapp's new 'Lay It Down' hought her very own ticket to the Lilith Fair

Jennifer Knapp, Third
Dav plav sold out HOB
PATTY CANEDO
STAFF WRITER

·Great music, a good time and a positive message! The
House of Blues was packed with it all March 12 as Third Day
and Jennifer Knapp played for a sold out audience. Both groups
have been on a hot streak especially most recently when each
group has released their new albums and been playing significant theater and college venues.
Time is Third Day's latest album showcases some of
their well known hits from their first two albums, Conspiracy
No. 5 (1997) and Third Day (1996). Since they have come
together, fans have been drawn to their matters of faith and worship of God which has earned them several awards. In 1996 they
received a Billboard Video Award for "Best Contemporary
Christian New Artist Video" for "Consuming Fire", more recently Billboard has named to be "one of the best rock bands period."
Third Day's rock n roll, bluesy, country, rockabilly,
gospel sound can be best heard on the new album. Time is a
sense that Christians hope Christ will return soon but also a
sense that it is time for Christians to be bold about their faith.
The album is full of great tracks that get you in touch with your
own faith.
Jennifer Knapp's debut album, Kansas, has won her
much attention and awards. After receiving a Dove Award for
"New Artist of the Year" and "Rock Song of the Year" (1999),
she had a successful stretch on the Lilith Fair tour. Just recently
she released another album entitled Lay it Down. She Co-produced Lay it Down so that it wouldn't just copy the sound of her
successful first album, but committed herself to capturing the
cultivation of the craft rather than focusing on image or status.
She has kept this true to form by contributing time to
"give-backs" in countries such as Estonia and the Dominican
Republic. As well as other organization such as children's mercy
foundations, battered women's shelters and rescue mission
across the US. Even during her Lilith Fair performance, her single "Undo Me" was featured on a promotional release to raise
awareness of breast cancer prevention.
Lay it Down demonstrates Jennifer Knapp's beautiful,
soulful voice and her ability to write wonderful music. This
album has good music and a good message.
Bo.th, Third Day and Jennifer Knapp played to a sold
out crowd at the House of Blues on March 12, performing their
wonderful hits filled with positives messages. You can find more
out about either group at their websites, www.third-day.com or
www.jenniferknapp.com.
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RETIREMENT
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MUTUAL FUNDS

TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

While~TIAA-CREF

inVests'for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this today.
TIAA-CREF delivers impressive results like these by
combining two disciplined investment strategies.
In our equity accounts, for example, we combine
active management with enhanced indexing. With
two strategies, we have two ways to seek out
performance opportunities-helping to make your
investments work twice as hard.

EXPENSE RATIO
CUFGIDBAL
EQUffiES

INOUSTIY

AYEUGE

0.3r 1.92u

CREF GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCT. 1

36.05% 22.·02% 18.75%
1 YEAR
ASOF 12/31/99

5YEARS
ASOF 12131/99

SINCE INCEPTION
5/1/92

With over $250 billion in assets, we're the world's
largest retirement company and the leading choice

Combine this with our low

on 1'merica's campuses. If that sounds good to

expenses and you'll see

you, consider this number 1 800-842-2776. Call and

how TIAA-CREF stands apart

find out how TIAA-CREF can work for you today

from the competition.

and tomorrow.

2

www.tiaa-cref.org
1. The investment results shown for the CREF variable aMuity reflect past performance and are not indicative of future rates of return.These returns and the value of the principal you have invested will fluctuate, so the shares you own may be more or less than their original price upon redemption. Foreign stock markets are subject to additional
risks from changing currency values. interest rates, government regulations, and political and economic conditions. 2. TIM-CREF ecpenses are subject to change and a~ not
guaranteed for the future. 3. Sooo:e: Morningstar, Inc. 12/31199, tracking 279 world stock mutual funds. TIM-CREf lncfivldual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIM Real Estate Account. Teachers Peoonal Investors services, Inc. cftStributes the variable component of the personal annuities, mutual funds and
tuition ~ngs agreements. llM and TIM<REF Life Insurance Co. issue insurance and annuities. llM-OIEFTrust Company, FSB proyides trust services."-"-" products.,.
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Favorite Cinema
Lake Howell 8 Theater

At his booking on drug charges in
December, Norman Hardy Jr. was asked by
Brattleboro, Vt., police what his occupation was
and answered defiantly, "Selling drugs." And at his
booking in connection with a carjacking in
November, Rafael A. Jackson, 28, was asked his
occupation by East St. Louis, Ill., police and
responded, "Homicide and robbery."
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We offer student t(iscounts ($4:50)
to all students with 1.0. 's

Thuraay nights are UCF Knights
Buy an admission, get one free to
any UCF student with a UCF 10
Some restrictions may apply due to·
contractual obligations with film companies

STOP
DREAMING!
Afforda.ble
Plastic Surgery
QUALITY PLASTIC SURGERY
CAN BE MORE REASONABLE
THAN YOU MIGHT IMAGINE.

Call today!
COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATIONS WITH OUR
PATIENT COORDINATOR NOW
AVAILABLE.

Thomas G.S. Fiala, MD, P.A.
Aesthetic, Plastic 6...., Reconstructive Surgery

(407) 426-7200

- Welsh artist Donald Jackson began
work in March on a hand-lettered, 1,150-page
Bible, whose specially pigmented ink will produce
illuminated calligraphy and illustrations; the $3
million, six-year project is by St. John's University
in Collegeville, Minn. At the other end of the technology spectrum, the Henderson (Ky.) Gleaner
newspaper profiled in February retired bricklayer
Truman Meredith, 64, who, despite never having
learned to read, had just finished a yearlong project of neatly printing the entire text of the Bible
onto 1,700 pages in 14 loose-leaf notebooks, with
direct quotes of Jesus in red ink.
- Prescription drugs suitable for both
humans and animals usually carry different price
tags, even though they may be exactly the same
product, and are usually much more expensive for
humans, according to a February report by the
U.S. House of Representatives Government
Reform Committee. For example, Medrol, an
arthritis remedy for humans and an anti-inflammatory for dogs, is about one-fifth the price when
intended for dogs. Critics say the pharmaceutical
houses charge more for humans because most
sales are at least partially reimbursed by insurance.

Professional Pride

Located in the Lake Howell
Square Shopping Center
1271 Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry, FL 32707
"

LEAD STORIES

Taschen debuted a 480-page, 70-pound "coffeetable" book by renowned photographer Helmut
Newton that is only available with its own coffee
table, designed by Philippe Starck, for about
$1,700.
- In Ma·rch, the venerable San Francisco
Art Institute disciplined student .Jonathan Yegge,
24, for his IO-minute performance-art piece,
which he said "explores Hegel's master-slave
dialectic" and Kant's theories on freedom of
thought and action. However, what 20 observers
and _two instructors saw was Yegge and a blindfolded volunteer engaging in oral sex, then Yegge
administering an enema, then the two men
exchanging excreta. Complained Yegge, "They say
you can do whatever you want as long as you can
justify it artistically. I was given no chance to do
that (before being disciplined)."

Parenting Licenses Revoked
In February, Dawn Marie Sprinkle, 29,
was ordered by a judge in Helena, Mont., not to
get pregnant for the next 10 years; she had failed
several drug tests after her conviction for giving
birth to a girl with amphetamines in her system.
And in February, Kathy Looney, 29, was ordered
by a judge in Monroe, La., to choose between sterilization and 10 years in prison, following her conviction for the extension-cord beatings of three of
her eight children (all of whom she has now been
denied custody).

Update

In June 1999, News of the Weird reported
that Palestinian researcher (and 15-year U.S. resident) Mazen Al-Najjar had just completed his second year of federal incarceration in Bradenton,
. Fla., having never been charged with a crime and
Can't Possibly Be True
- The Philadelphia Inquirer reported in never told of the "evidence" against him. In
October that Pennsylvania's lawsuit settlement February 2000, the FBI's General Counsel told a
with the tobacco companies included a $42 million House immigration subcommittee that four other
windfall for the two law firms chosen by the gov- men are similarly incarcerated with no chance to
ernor to represent the state (about .$1,300 an hour present favorable evidence or to cross-examine
per lawyer), even though the case's research and witnesses against them. These exceptions to funarguments were largely copied from other states' damental American rights are apparently pennitted
lawsuits and the negotiations were streamlined under a 1996 anti-terrorism law even though the
because the tobacco companies had begun settling "terrorism" evidence is known only to a few peothose cases. Among the expense-padding: $62 to ple in the U.S. government.
one lawyer for 12 minutes' work (reading The
Thinning the Herd
Wall Street Journal) and $290 to another for an
hour he spent ordering books.
. A 24-year-old man accidentally shot him- In December, a court in Lusaka, self to death in London, Ohio, in February while
Zambia, approved Dorothy Mapani's strategy to doing a scene with two friends in a rap music
settle the dispute with her husband, Effas Ondya, video. In other horseplay tragedies; a 22-year-old
over which of the two is more responsible for the man fell to his death after sliding backward down
couple's lack of a sex life. Ondya said he is unin- a banister at America West Arena during the
terested because he believes Mapani is infertile, Phoenix Suns' basketball game on Dec. 20, and a
and Mapani has accepted Ondya's challenge to get 26-year-old standout amateur wrestler fell to his
pregnant, with any man, within 90 days. The $300 death from a Las Vegas light pole he had climbed
bet, said the court's two justices, seemed a reason- in order to celebrate New Year's Eve better.
able way to resolve the issue.
Gay adult club owner Keneth
Also, in the Last Month •••
McKeigan was convicted in Toronto in December
A land developer filed a lawsuit against a
of running a bawdy house and sentenced to 100 former City councilman for the return of the
hours of community service. McKeigan's crime $25,000 bribe he paid (and for which both had
was running a three-month promotion at the club gone to prison) (Kansas City, Mo.). A sixth-grader
during 1995 and 1996 called "Sperm Attack won a $1,500 judgment in small claims court
Mondays," in which male dancers would mastur- against his school, which lost his 161 Pokemon
bate on stage and for which some front-row cus- cards after confiscating them (Pittsburg, Calif.).
tomers donned raincoats.
Twenty-one mayors and more than 100 other offi- An October New York Times report cials lost their jobs when a new provincial law in
referred to the 75-mile stretch of 1-95 between Newfoundland took effect, tossing out any officeWest Palm Beach and Miami (plus its connector holder who owes back taxes. A couple on a
freeways) as the "impalement capital" of the coun- Valentine's Day holiday lit romantic candles, accitry because of the frequency with which unsecured dentally setting a major fire in their hotel (Hull,
cargo flies off of speeding trucks and cars, includ- Quebec). Two teen-age boys fled police rather than
ing the three times recently when metal rods skew- stop for a mjnor equipment violation but were
ered motorists' bodies, tacking them to the insides caught after all.
of their cars (th?ugh all survived).
(Send your Weird News to Chuck

Great Art!
-

In December, the publisher Benedikt

Shepherd, P.O. Box 18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679, or
Weird@compuserve.com.)
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CAB Cinema Presents:

Nature called.
Look who answered.

Bl&

(DADDY
• Once you adopt a kid, you've got to keep him.
.

1l1Sl11l8UT6111tROUGH
S0f(IF1:11JRBR£WSlllG

COLUMBIA[i'i"iJ

~k!J
_ www.sony.com/bigdaddy

· IPG-13L•·

Dear Nancy,
I like to smoke pot. I smoke almost everyday because it
relaxes me and puts me in a good mood. I never found anything wrong with it until my friends got on my case about it. They
don't smoke but they drink a lot. I think smoking is·better because
it doesn't make people do stupid things like fight,etc. What do you
think?

Wednesday. March 22, 2000
9pm, Cape Florida Ballroom
Student Union

-Smoker

For more -information, call 823-6471
o~ come by the CAB Office, 215 SU.

Dear Smoker,
I don't want to be all negative and like be a total buzz kill
but- get a life. The '70s are over there's no free hippie
love going around anymore and Jerry's dead. He's been dead for 5
years you've got to be over it by now. You've been watching too
much Cheech and Chong. Save your smoke to numb up your
arthritis when your 80 and have nothing better to do than go fishing and find something else to do with your time.
T agree with you drinking gives people muscles th~y never
had before, they think people are laughing along with them and it
causes a lot of trouble. But pot gives you blood shot eyes, cotton
mouth and a fuzzy grab bag of other things like paranoia( you start
wondering why everyone's staring at you) you get cravings for
stuff like stove top and twinkies, you spend all your money but you
don't remember on what and you can't c~mplete a sentence. Your
favorite phrase becomes "what was I just talking about?"
And if you need to smoke weed to be in a good mood you
better quit while you 're ahead. I hate to sound like an after school
special but weed is the gateway drug. You start puffing everyday to
feel good then weed doesn't do it anymore then you find yourself
in rehab. Dude, stay off the grass.

Funded by Activity and Ser\iicc Fees as

allocated by Student Govemrnent Association.

JUST FOR THE BUCK OF IT!

Dear Nancy,

MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY

When my girlfriend and I have sex I always thiJ?k about
someone else. It's usually girls I know but sometimes it's
someone I've seen on the street. I love her and I would never
cheat on her. That's why I don' t understand why I do this. Is it a
sign we don't belong together? Am I normal?

P.M. - CLOSE

$100 HOME-BREWED PINTS
2 FOR 1 WELL DRINKS
·$100 OFF HOUSE WINES

.

r:_~·· ,~

-Fantasy Freak

Dear Fantasy,
Listen up lover man are you sure you're attracted to your
girlfriend? Does she have a hairy back, sewer breath,
what it is? Yep, it's normal to think about someone other
than who you're in the sack with occasionally- most people think
about famous people they're never going to get their hands on
while others reminisce about their ex to get themselves revved up.
But you're doing it every time ... why don't you put your
imagination to work with the girl you love. 'But that's my girlfriend" yeah it's a crazy idea but it'll work.
It will improve your sex life with her because you can
imagine things that can actually happen with the person you're
with in real life.
The next time you 're driving in your car and you see
someone you 're attracted to put your girlfriend in her place. If you
scream at the sight then you shouldn't be together but if you feel a
smile coming on stick with it then make your way home to your
woman.

8
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1280 OVIEDO
MARKETPLACE
BOULEVARD.
OVIEDO, FL 32765

(PRIVATE ENTRANCE NEAR REGAL CINEMA) .

407 .359.6567

OPEN FOR LUNCH AND DINNER

•••
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'Erin. Brockovich' is Roberts in her prime
Ron DETERS
BADGER HERALD (U. WISCONSIN)

We're always wary when we see
Julia Roberts starring in a movie.
It's not that we don't believe she
is capable of being involved with interesting and quality material; it's just that she
hasn't done so to this point in her career.
Not to insinuate that her prior
efforts have been in vain, but she hasn't
done anything to stretch herself beyond
crowd-pleasing productions where she
plays Julia Roberts as a (pick one) hooker,
jealous friend, movie star, etc.
But now that she is again the
most popular actress on the planet and
commands more money per film than any
woman in history (she has joined the $20
million club with the like~ of Leo, Tom
and Mel), Julia should be able to choose
whatever project interests her because her

legion of fans will flock to the theaters to
see her latest work.
If "Erin Brockovich" is any indication, Julia Roberts could be involved in
some films that do more than make people
feel good.
Roberts is the titular character, a
twice divorced mother of three who is
struggling to make ends meet while simultaneously trying to be the world's best
mom.
Because of an early pregnancy
and two poor choices for husbands, Erin
has neither the money nor the resume to
get a job that would enable her to take care
of herself and her children. And her direct
and abrasive manner doesn't help.
During the course of a day that
would have sent some desperate people
over the edge, Erin meets attorney Ed
Masry (Albert Finney) and by being Erin,
eventually gets herself a job.
Now anyone who has been

watching television for the last month
knows the premise of the film (a David vs.
Goliath lawsuit that is the largest single
payment in a punitive damages case in history - $333 million).
And because there's a movie
being made about this woman, you know
that Erin and Ed won the case.
So an effort that could have
turned into a "Patch Adams" type of movie
is instead saved because of director Steven
Soderbergh ("Out of Sight" and last year's
terrific but largely unseen "The Limey").
Granted, there are a number of
crowd-pleasing moments because of the
story and Erin's personality, not to mention constant viewing of Julia Roberts'
cleavage.
But where a lesser craftsman
would have had soaring music during
emotional scenes or any other number of
sophomoric devices to elicit audience
response, Soderbergh instead keeps the

film looking good because of his restraint.
His talent as a storyteller circumvents any need for cinematic accessories to
connect with the audience.
As for Roberts, she is perfectly
cast in her most demanding role to date as
the assertive and resourceful woman who
demonstrates that sheer will can still persevere in today's world. It will be interesting to see what she chooses to . do next
because "Erin Brockovich" will likely
make enough money to finance a revolution.
She has the enviable position to
do whatever project she wants and has the
sort of natural charisma that hearkens back
to Audrey Hepburn or Ingrid Bergman or
any number of actresses from the the classical period of Hol ywood. These actresses
made their mark in some amazing films,
and Roberts more than anyone has a
chance to be remembered in the same vein
if she makes the right choices.

SIEMENS
Westinghouse

You've never had

this much power.
This is your time, your chance to pull ahead.You've never had this
much power before. Here's how you can make the most of it. ..

Upcoming Information Session
Mechanical Engineering • Industrial Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Applebee's version of an American classic
- a generous serving of boneless chicken
breast, lightly breaded and "chicken
fried." Juicy and tender on the inside,
crispy on the outside and seasoned just
right! Served with old-fashioned mashed
potatoes, country gravy and seasoned
green beans.

_Monday, March 27, 2000

Spm •7pm
CRC Meeting Room
Interviews are being scheduled on campus on Tuesday, March 28.
Contact your college .Career Center for an appointment.
Siemens Westinghouse Power Corporation is an equal opportunity
employer, headquartered in Orlando, Florida.

More information is available @ www.swpc.sielTiens.conv]obs_n_career

Hppie bee's

More Power To You

Neighborhood Grill & Bar

12103 Collegiate Way
407-282-2055

It's a great time to be in power with us, as our global strength energizes
the world!

AS UNIQUE AS COUNTRY MUSIC.
AS AMERICAN AS APPLEBEE'S.

Siemens Westinghouse
Power Corporation
A Siemens Company
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is a scathing editorial on the state of
African Americans in the U.S. school system.
"Hip-Hop" finds the duo burning
the 'gotta-get-mine1 mentality so prevalent in hip-hop nowadays, dropping jewels such as, "Would you rather have a
Lexus, or justice/A dream or some substance/A Beemer, or necklace or freedom?"
The duo continues dropping their
rhetoric throughout the LP. On "Police
State" the boys in blue take a beating
with
lyrics reminiscent of N.W.A.'s clasLet's Get free
sic "F*** The Police." On "Enemy
Lines" they demonstrate their historical
Poet Gil-Scott Heron once
awareness, documenting the imprisonwrote, "the Revolution will not be telement of Fred Hampton, Jr., the son of the
vised."
late Black Panther.
But the Brooklyn duo Dead Prez
The· chemistry between the duo
will be damned if it's not broadcast. On
is apparent, as they rock the rugged protheir debut album, "Let's Get Free,"
duction with lyrics and subject matter
Sticman and Ml deliver a hip-hop oxyfeeding off one another reminiscent of the
moron, an album with substance and
early works from the Jungle Brothers,
style.
clearly seen in tracks like "Mind Sex"
The subject matter on "Free" is a
and "Be Healthy."
throwback to the days when every head
On "Mind Sex" the duo espouse
was sporting·a red, black, and green
on the joys of a healthy mental relationmedallion and the music actually had
ship with your partner.
something to say.
On the Latin-flavored "Be
Combining a revolutionary
Healthy," Sticman and Ml speak on the
rhetoric with a historical knowledge not
evils of eating dairy an meat and the
seen since Chuck D and Public Enemy
· importance of drinking eight glasses of
were rocking singles like "Can't Truss It,"
water a day, all the while riding a tight
"Free" is brain food with banging beats.
Spanish guitar-driven track.
Their revolutionary and black
Dead Prez's music would fit in
empowerment themes are prevalent
seamlessly in the late 1980s/early 1990s
throughout.
era. Their blend of politics, historical
On "African" they drop lyrics
knowledge and head nodding beats would
proclaiming their allegiance to the moth- _
have meshed perfectly with the sounds of
erland over a bounce beat similar to much
N.W.A., A Tribe Called Quest, and the
of Juvenile's production. "They Schools"

Dead Pre.z

Jungle Brothers. Their strengths lie in the
fact that their views are genuine and not
forced, and that makes the material easier
to intake.
With this release, all of you old
school cats who remember the high top
fades and the Africa medallions, this is a
reintroduction to music with a soul to go
with the groove.
For the newer heads, this is an
education of the mind that shouldn't be
slept on. The revolution is here, and this
time it's not hawking Nikes.

AC/DC
Stiff Upper Lip
At this point, it's pretty safe to
say that AC/DC will never change. After
17 albums, including a handful of outright
masterpieces, the quintet's oftstolen/never-duplicated bare-bones rock is
as relevant as ever, if not quite as potent.
But this isn't even a new problem, seeing as much of the band's work
between Highway To Hell and Back In
Black and 1990's marvelous return to
glory The Razor's Edge is usually

described with a sigh and a shrug. But if
AC/DC's "ain't-broke-don't-fix-it" philosophy (also employed by The Ramones,
Van Halen and The Cure) could endure,
the Rick Rubin-produced Ballbreaker
proved to be dually disappointing:
Not only did it dismally fail to
deliver the goods in a dangerously rockless 1995, but everything on it was easily
overshadowed by "Big Gun" from the
Last Action Hero soundtrack.
Considering all this, AC/DC
albums separate into two camps: the spotty borefests (Blow Up Your Video, J=<or
Those About To Rock We Salute You,
etc.) and the ones listenable all the way
through.
Stiff Upper Lip shouldn't be a
classic. First of all, "Stiff Upper Lip,"
"Meltdown" and "House Of Jazz" start
things as typical joyless, mid-tempo rockers chock full of single-entendres.
Second, producer George
Young's (the eldest brother to guitar team
Angus and Malcolm) subtle R&B touches
limp AC/DC's time-honored stomps.
Luckily, dynamics and melody
step to the forefront in the bulk of Stiff
Upper Lip's gems ("Can't Stand Still,"
"Safe In New York City" "Can't Stop
Rock 'N' Roll").
That doesn't even count the existence-justifying "Hold Me Back" or
"Satellite Blues," in which singer Brian
Johnson might be cheekily saying
"sound-a-like blues."
Before you know it, the virtually
guitar solo-free Stiff Upper Lip finishes
on a high note - three of 'em, actually
- and the word "classic" just rolls right
off the tongue.

•
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--------------------------------visn us online at: www.auimosomorida.com \'

Bring _this coupon in to get a
small sub, chips, and a22-oz.
drink for iust tour bucks.

11111,11111

12075 Collegiate Way
Orlando, FL 32817
Tel 407.482.6400
Fax 407 .482.6405
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Win 100 tickets to an advance screening Tues., Mar 28th, 7:30 pm,
Regal Winter Park. Register by Mar. 26th at www.int'1theknights.com

THE SKULLS OPENS NATIONWIDE MARCH 31st
· First come, first served. No purchase neccesary

Pl'esidential lec:tions
Candidate Forum
March 24, llam
-Student Union Patio-

Cast .your vote

March 27-29
at area ca1npuses

March 28-29
at the main campus

Constit•tional An1.endn1.ents
Constitutional Amendment # 1.
Article II Section 2: Composition
The Senate shall be composed of;
A. A Senate President uuh:e shall he the SP.ttieat Qea) \71:ee Presitiettt

Amend to:
Strike
The Senate shall be composed of;
A. A Senate President who shall be the Student Body Vice President

Article III Section 4 : Duties pf the Vice President
Amend to
Add:
Section B.
B. The Vice President shall be responsible for the Executive Branch
functions as determined by the Student Body President. This Vice
President shall in no way serve in the capacity of the standing Vice
President who presides over the Student Senate.
Also
Article III Section 6: Additional Elected Executive Branch Officers
There shall be an elected Vice President for the Executive Branch
who shall be responsible for the Executive Branch functions as
determined by the Student Body President. This Vice President shall
in no way serve in the capacity of the standing Vice President who
presides over the Student Senate.

Amend to:
Strike
2\tticlc III Bcctimt 6. 1\dditio11al Elected Executive Drmzclt Officczs
There shall he an eleetieti \G:ee Presitientl MP tihe Em1el!l:ti o e QraBeh
a he shaH he resJ'ensihle fer th:e Enee111!i • e Qraneh iiltttetiens as
dctcrmhted e; the Student Hoa; President. This Viee President shell
ia RQ "'"Y itri;utr ia tA:tr aapaait~f gf tA:tr &taaaias Hiwtr P.tr&iatrat "rAa
flHilQH iP lfi' tAlit ~WQlitRt ~ litlUl:tlit

Constitutional Amendment # 2.
Article II Section 3
Amend to:
Add
Subsection B
A. The Senate session shall be numbered according to Fiscal year.
beginning July 1st and ending June 30th.

Constitutional Amendment # 3.
Article III Section 2
Section 2 : Election of Executive Officers
The President and Vice President shall be elected according to statute,
by majority vote of the Student Body, and shall serve a one year tenn
of office following each election.
Amend to:
Strike. and Add
Section 2 : Election of Executive Officers
The President and Vice President shall be elected according to statute~
by majority vote of the Student Body, and shall serve a ene
t11l'IR ef
a£Ru fa'J9mi118 sub 11lu&ia11 FROM JULY 1st THROUGH JUNE 30th.

'e•

Constitutional Amendment # 4.
Add
Article 1 Section S
A. The University of Central Florida's Student Government Association
shall not either· explicitly or implicitly prohibit the free exercise of speech
in any fonn~ be it spoken or written.
B. The University of Central Florida's Student Government Association
shall not either explicitly or implicitly prohibit any student from
associating himself/herself with anyone.

Constitutional Amendment # 5.
Entire Constitution
.Amend To:
Replace all instances of: Chier Student Affairs Officer
With
University President's Designee

www.UCF.future.com
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HELP WANTED
Small landscape maintenance company needs
part-time and full-time help. If you enjoy
being outdoors and like to work with minimal
supervision, please call 407-365-4458.
Located in the UCF area.
Hackers needed. If you can crack code, then
get paid for it. PT/Ff Call 407-679-0477.
Now seeking students to work on campus. Up
to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone
number for Michael @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 316.

Fraternities - Sororities - Clubs - Student
Groups
Student organizations earn $1,000-$2,000
with the easy campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. No sales requited.
Fundraising date~ are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact campusfundraiser.com,
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
Hackers. Sweat Equity for stock in pending
IPO. PT/Ff. Call 407-679-0477.

FunU.com
Leading college.community web site looking
for highly motivated, energetic campus sales
representatives. Gain invaluable experience,
earn internship credits, make excellent commissions and bonuses. Fax resume:
954-577-9228 (attn: Gary),
email: jobs@FunU.com or call
1-888-921-FunU.
Mystery Shoppers needed for Orlando area
businesses. Get paid to shop! Plus, get free
meals, merchandise and more! To receive free
details, send# 10 SASE to: S&J Marketing,
Shoppers Division, 10151 University Blvd.,
Orlando, FL 32817.
Researchers. Sweat equity for stock in pending IPO. PT/Ff. Call 407-679-0477.
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If you are good at research, get paid for it.
PT/Ff. Call 407-679-0477.

Java Skills? If you have them, get paid to use
them. PT/Ff. Call 407-679-0477.

City of Coral Springs
A vibrant young community of 114,000 located in southeast Florida, and an award-winning
master-planned municipality is accepting
applications for summer Counselors, Site
Directors and Assistants in the Parks and
Recreation Dept. and for certified Lifeguards
at the Aquatics Complex. Starting rates will
vary depending on qualifications. 35-40 hour
work week. Duration: 6-8 weeks and all summer for lifeguards. Submit resume/application
to Human Resources Dept.,
9551 W. Sample Road,
Coral Springs, FL 33065
or have one Fax'd to you by calling
(954) 344-1150 or
e-mail ach@ci.coral-springs.fl.us for details.
Also visit our web site:
www.ci.coral-springs.fl.us
EOE/M/F/DN

Daycare/Pre-school - immediate openings,
flexible hours, energetic, enjoy working with
children, fun, games, arts & crafts, music, corner of Dean & University Blvd.
(Suncrest Village Shopping Center).
Come in to apply or call Miss Jaime at
(407) 657-8050.

Java Expert. Sweat equity for stock in pending
IPO. PT/Ff. Call 407-679-0477.

DOLPHIN PHOTOGRAPHERS
POSITIONS AVAILABLE TO WORK IN
THE HOTTEST NEW DOLPHIN
INTERACTIVE PARK IN ORLANDO.
FREEZE FRAME IS CURRENTLY
LOOKING FOR EXTREMELY
MOTIVATED, HIGHLY ENERGETIC AND
ENTHUSIASTIC INDIVIDUALS TO
PHOTOGRAPH GUESTS DURING THEIR
DOLPHIN INTERACTION. FULL AND
PART TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE
EARNING ABOVE AVERAGE PAY, PLUS
BONUSES. FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (407) 648-2111.

·TIRED OF THE SAME BORING
SUMMER JOB???
Join us at Camp Kweebec, an excellent co-ed
overnight camp 45 minutes from Philadelphia,
Pa. Openings for General Counselors &
Specialists in sports, archery, paintball, photography, woodshop, ceramics, outdoor
adventure/ropes, lakefront & pool. A representative will be on campus March 29th. For
more details: call Brett or Bobbi (800) 5439890 or E-MAIL : ckweebec@aol.com
ARE YOU A STUDENT WHO IS LOOKING
FOR A JOB IN A PROFESSIONAL
ENVIRONMENT THAT OFFERS
FLEXIBLE HOURS AND ABOVE AVERAGE PAY? WE HAVE A CAREER
OPPORTUNITY AVAILABLE TO A
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
TRAINEE. WE OFFER CONTINUING
TRAINING AND BENEFITS. MUST BE
DETAIL-ORIENTED AND ENJOYS
HELPING. PLEASE FAX YOUR RESUME
TO JENNY AT (407) 628-8840.

The UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union meets Tuesdays at 8:00 pm in the
Student Union. Check monitor for room
location. Join us!

SERVICES
FOR SALE
1990 Mazda MX6, sunroof, cruise control,
power windows, good condition. Appraised at
$4,400 and will sell for $3,300 obo. 99,000
miles - call 407-629-6653.
89 Mazda 626 DX, 129K, Auto, Cass, Pwr
steer, AC, Tilt, Cruise, Tint, New tires, batt,
brks, alt + more. Maintenance records available $3,500/0BO. Day 407-903-5682; Eves
407-850-9316

VOLKSWAGENS: Preowned with a
2 YEAR WARRANTY! Call RON at
Royal VW. (407) 644-2222.
Nice selection & AFFORDABLE.

Flower Girls Wanted
BE FLEXIBLE ... SAVE $$$
Europe$189 (o/w +taxes)
CHEAP FATES WORLDWIDE!!
Call (800) 326-2009
www.4cheapair.com

Million dollar game shows? Forget 'em!
Bring your basketball brain to Shoot, Score,
Win a Million! at www.sixdegrees.com for
tons of chances to win cash and prizes.
What do basketball tournament games, cash
and prizes, and you have in common? Look
for Shoot, Score, Win a Million! at
www.sixdegrees.com to find out.
JENNIFER COSTELLO
Attorney at Law
407-482-2221
UCFNCC Rates Available
wills, trusts, living wills

(
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Internet company seeks individuals to input
info for growing sites. Avg $8-$15/hr at your
own pace from home! No experience, only
simple web understanding.
www.anteater.com/jobs.htrnl
jobs@anteater.com

Swim Instructors • Wanted to teach summer
swim classes $9.50 hr. Must be certified. For
more information call (407) 699-1013.

If you are outgoing and want to make
Fulltirne Money for Part-time hours, while
working in Orlando's hottest nightclubs, then
call Tracey (407) 521-8003
(Great for College Students)

CLUBS

FOR RENT
Walk to UCF
2 bed, 2 bath Townhouse
$595.00/month over 1,000 square feet
(407) 249-3845 Home
(407) 484-9839 Cell

THIS OUT!
FREEZE FRAME IS CURRENTLY FILLING PHOTO SALES
POSITIONS AT A LOCAL THEME PARK. WE ARE LOOKING
FOR FRIENDLY, OUTGOING INDIVIDUALS WHO WANT TO
HAVE FUN WHILE EARNING ABOVE AVERAGE HOURLY
WAGES, PLUS QUALIFY FOR BONUSES. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY.
•
FOR MORE INFO, CALL (407) 363-0735

Special Swnmer Staff Needed!!!
Residential counselors needed to assist
disabled campers in recreational summer
camp. Salary + R&B. (352) 383-4711.

PHONE:

407-977-1009 FAX: 407-977-0019

EMAIL: SALES@VCFFllTVRE.COM MAIL:

120 Alexandria Blvd. ~uite 17, Oviedo, FL 32765

CAB PRESENTS

Netane Polynesian
Dancers

Awnol~ lot of

~na0~~i~o~!!!!
"foy Move. info '--di I B 2·)-6't11,
oY ~+op b~ c::..AB, SU 215.

Friday,J~~~h 24th
.
12:30-1:30pm

Student Union, South Patio•
rvrick.ci "i ~ ;u.ti11if1) ;il\d ~c.irviu.

fu- ~ -11oc.atu1 I>~ SGitA.
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(rape is a crimeJ

always.

Florida Department of Health

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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Knights plav kev TAAC road series at GSU
FROMPAGE36

field against some tough competition. The Panthers have
already beaten No. 24
Georgia Tech and 23rdranked Georgia - both by a 43 score - at Panther Field.
Meanwhile, UCF has not
been very strong away from
Tinker Field. Granted its 3-5
mark on the road includes two
losses
at
fifth-ranked
Alabama and a loss to nowNo. 2-ranked North Carolina
at Disney, but Bergman hopes
that road experience against
ranked teams will help the
Golden Knights.
"We've got some real tough
road series," Bergman said
referring to trips to Georgia
State, Jacksonville State,
Jacksonville, and Florida
Atlantic. "We have four of
them ill the next month, so
we're going to find out how
strong we are because these
are some bad road trips.
That's why we took the trip to
Tuscaloosa (against Alabama)
to find out how we can handle
it.
The biggest turnaround for
GSU has been the development of their pitching staff,
which allowed 35 UCF runs
in a three-game series last
year. Their team ERA has
dropped thanks to the leadership of seniors Billy Boughey
(4-2, 2.03 ERA), Steven Kidd
(2-0, 4.66), and Brian Jones
(1-1, 3.33) with Kidd and
Jones splitting time as the
third starter.
Junior Ryan Patrylo (3-2,
3.29), who earned the win
over Georgia, has rounded out
a starting rotation that has
been solid for Coach Mike
Hurst. But closer Kevin
Hopper is the dominant force
on the pitching staff. He has
six saves in · 12 appearances
with a 0.61 ERA and has
walked none in · 14 2/3
innings.
"They've got one pitcher
(Boughey.) that's (definitely)
going to give them one good .
game," Bergman said. "It's
going to be up to us as to how well we pitch on the µoad.
That) going to really be the ·
significance of it all.
Fortunately for UCF, most
of the GSU pitching staff that
sees significant playing time
are right-handed. UCF is hitting nearly 70 points less
against southpaws.
As for GSU's offense, they
have had no problem scoring
runs during the past twb seasons. The Panthers lineup is
looking to challenge many of
the offensive school records
that were set last_year, led by
JUmor
shortstop
Scott
Youngbauer.
Youngbauer is hitting .377
with 13 extra-base hits and 17
RBis. But he is not the only
pop in the middle of the lineup, as outfielder Chad Smith
and catcher Paul Schlosser

have helped GSU score 159
runs and hit 28 home runs in
their first 24 games.
Smith is hitting .318 with a
team-leading nine home runs
and 28 RBis, while Schlosser
is second with seven home
runs and 21 RBis. However,
the key statistic for the UCF
pitching staff is that GSU has
struck out nearly eight times
per game. UCF pitchers are
averaging nearly one strikeout per innings (227 K's in
23'4 innings).
"We just need to go out and
see what we can do on the
road," B.ergman said. "We
have to pitch well and play
good defense, and we have
not been playing good
defense (as of late). We're
getting to balls, but we're not
concentrating on catching
the ball or making good
throws. You get on the road

and those walks and those
errors add up."
GSU has been trying to
prove this year that they
belong among the elite in the
TAAC, at'ld they haven't done
much to prove themselves
wrong. Despite a 3-3 mark in
conference, the Panthers held
tight with defending regular
season
champ
Florida
Atlantic last weekend, winning one of three on the road.
The Golden Knights will be
trying to improve upon its 60 all-time record against the
Panthers, which include
three-game sweeps in 1995
and 1999. This will be UCF's
first severe challenge of its
TAAC schedule, as GSU
tries to prove that they
belong near the top of the
standings against the preseason favorite.

<
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Rich Wallace, a freshman who broke out against LSU earlier this month, continues to swing
a hot bat for the Golden Knights.

~~
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at Alafaya

•Utilities included
• Individual leases
•Computer and study center
• Sparkling pool with sundeck
11801 Boardwalk Drive
• Basketball court
Orlando, Fl 32826
• Sand and pool volleyball
(407) 384-8626
• Lynx Laser bus service
• Oversized bedroom with private bath in each fully furnished four bedroom apartment
• Full size double bed in each bedroom
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DIRECTIONS:
University Blvd. east to Alafaya Trail. Right on
Alafaya Trail. Boardwalk is .8 mile on the left.
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Call today to enroll!

KAPLAN'
. ;1-800-KAP·TEST

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Dustin Brisson, a senior from Wellington, is already one of the most prolific sluggers in UCF baseball history.· .

kaptest.com AOL keyword: kaplan
"l.SAT is a registered trademark ot the Law School Admission Council.

Brisson continues
·tO swing potent bat

Kaplan gets you in.

TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

®

Ground
NOW HIRING
part-time package
handlers to help load
and unload trucks.

Is the cost
of school
adding up?

We offer:
•Great pay ($8.50-9.00/hour
to start)
• Tuition assistance
•Weekly pay
• $.50 raise (after 30, 90, 180
days, 1 yr, &2 yrs)
• Advancement opportunities
• Variety of shifts lasting 4-6
hours (12:30 am, 4 am, 9 am,
12 pm, 5:30 pm, 11 pm)
• All shifts are Mon - Fri
For more info &
except 4 am {Tues - Sat} application times:

Commitment is a very strong
word, especially when it comes
from a college baseball player.
If a player is selected in the
Major League Baseball Draft as
ajunior, nine times out of 10 the
player leaves to take his chance
at success in the professional
ranks.

Coach Jay Bergman is no
stranger to this phenomenon
because he lost seven underclassmen to the 1998 draft. _So
when Dustin Brisson was taken
in the 24th round last year by
the New York Mets, most everyone associated with UCF baseball thought he would be taking
his shot at the pros.
BRISSON, Page 26

$8.50-

$9.00 would
really·come.
in handy/ _

~~~~

Call (407) 851-3212
EEO/AA

Are you a Graduate Student
Working Against a BIG Deadline?

Come to the

University Writing Center
NEW Services for Graduate Students
Monday-Thursday

8am-1 Opm

Friday

8am-3pm

Sunday

2pm-8pm

See our website or call us
for an appointment today!!
http://reach.ucf.edu/-uwc
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Brisson wrestled with decis•on to leave for pros
explains how important it is for seniors to return for is better ready for professional baseball right now than he
was at the end of last season," Bergman said. "Had he
UCF's development.
"You can't measure it," Bergman said. "If our seniors gone in at the end of last season to pro ball I think he
But following his record-breaking year in which
Brisson set school records with 17 home runs and 76 come back and continue to come back then we're going might have had a strong summer. But now I think he's
to be in the same position that we're in realized some things and he's made· some adjustments,
RBis while hitting .388, he had no
now because they provide leadership and I think he's going to be more prepared to go into pro
problem using the word commitand they provide experience. They do so ball this summer."
ment when he decided to return for
many intangible , things besides what
No matter where he is taken in the draft this year, he
his senior year.
they really do as far as numbers are con- says that is on the back burner for now and he is strictly
"It's always said that, especially in
cerned."
focused on leading UCF on the field in search of winning
baseball, you need to go out your
Through Sunday's double-header the conference title. He also says that Bergman is a driJunior year," Brisson said. "I think
sweep of Cornell, Brisson is hitting .386 ving force for him to lead this team.
that needs to change a little bit. I
(39-for-101) and leads the team with
"I really will be highly disappointed if we don't make a
think players need to focus on comseven
home
runs
and
30
RBis.
But
he
ing back for their senior year. I
regional," Brisson said. "That's tough to say now because
has also made an early season assault on a lot of stuff can happen. I felt that if I came back I could
made a commitment to UCF and I
rewriting the career record books, set- really help this team, and I really think Coach Bergman
really am sticking by it."
ting a new mark for doubles (57). His deserves to go to Omaha and to a super regional."
Surprisingly though it was a player
school-record 22-game hitting streak
who was taken in the 1998 draft that
While he continues his run at individual records, his
ended Sunday, surpassing the previous number one goal is to make an appearance in a NCAA
was the biggest influence on
mark of 19 set by Mike Josephina and Regional for the first time since his freshman year. The
Brisson returning' besides his famiJose Soto.
ly. Of the 10 players taken that year
Golden Knights have already played five College World
"I
really
didn't
have
any
set
personal
from UCF, only three were seniors.
PHoro BY JASON KoKorou
Series-caliber teams and went 4-5 against those teams.
Todd Bellhorn was one of them Dustin Brisson has lved up to preseason goals," said Brisson, who is currently
Brisson had arguable the biggest hit of the season to
when he returned after being select- expedations thus far, padng the Golden third all-time in home runs (39) and win the series-opening game at Alabama. With the game
RBis (180). "I thought I would get tied at five in the top of the ninth, Brisson hit a two-run,
ed in the ninth round of the 1997 Knights in homers and RBis.
pitched around a lot more this year. game-winning home run to beat the then-No. 5 tanked
draft.
"I just saw how much he enjoyed his senior year, and I Coming back to break some records was always on my Crimson Tide. He says that is easily what this team is
really took that to heart," Brisson said. "He came back mind because I knew that I was so close."
capable of accomplishing.
Brisson decided to come back thanks in large part to
after he was drafted in the ninth round as a junior, and his
What awaits UCF in May is a chance to redeem itself
another senior's advice. He doesn't plan to seek out junior in the TAAC Tournament, which has slipped through its
decision was a lot harder than mine I think."
Once Brisson made his decision, he says there was no standouts Jason Arnold and Matt Bowser to give them grasp the past two years. Brisson was on the last team
looking back and now he has had no regrets about it. He advice about whether or not to return for their respective · that won the conference tournament, and he says only
has proven on the field that he wanted to return for two senior years. However, he would gladly help them one thing will truly make his return for his senior year
simple reasons: return to a NCAA Regional and possibly through the decision process if they asked.
worth it all.
Obviously, Bergman would be pleased if they woul~
lead UCF to its first ever College World Series appear"The only thing that'~ going to solidify it is going to
return because he has seen Brisson's improvement after Omaha (for the World Series)," Brisson said.
ance.
Bergman says Brisson's return is a critical part of UCF's returning this year.
And BrissQn will be the driving force to lead the Golden
"I think that he is a better ball player right now and he Knights to college baseball's holy ground.
run at returning to the top of the TAAC standings and
FROMPAGE25
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Do you want your fall semester paid?
Get connected with Sprint, and you will be eligible for tuition assistance up to $2,600/year. We are
currently hiring part-time Sales and Service Representatives for our Call Centers in Altamonte Springs.
Applicant should have:

We Offer:

• Sales experience
• .C'1stomer service experience
• Exceptional PC skills
• Exceptional communication skills
• Problem solving & decision making skills
• Bilingual (English & Spani.sh) skills ... a plus but not required.

• Competitive wages ($10 - $15/hr)
• Sales incentive$$$$ (Earn up to $5000/mo.)
• Up to $30/month free long distance
• Promotional opportunities
• Medical I Dental I Vision
• Paid Vacation I Holiday
• 401K

Work Schedules: Must work 20 hours/week
Residential Sales: Monday's and Friday's from 7:45 AM- 6 PM
Saturday's from 9 AM - 1 PM
Small Business Home Business: Monday - Friday with your choice of the following shifts:
9 AM - 1 PM, 11 AM - 3 PM, 3 PM - 7 PM, 4 PM - 8 PM
Asix week, full-time (8 AM - 5 PM), training program is required for both centers.

Sprint will be participating at UCF's part-time career fair on 3129.
Please bring your resume, and stop by and see us!
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• FAT ASS BURGER • THE HEARTBURNER • SILLY CHEESE STEAK • COLLEGE CLUB •
0

"Quality Food

at College PricCs!!"
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Freshman guard Diana Hill made significant strides throughout the season, b~t'
UCF's improvement wasn't enough to carry them to a second straight NCAA_·
Tournament.
1'

The Slipper Didn't Quite Fit

Located in the UCF
Student Union

Locos open 7 days a week until midnight

Where UCF
students

want
to be!

Other Floorplans Available

3 and 4 bedroom apartments
Fully furnished, including full size washer and 'dryer
.,
Private bathrooms in every bedroom are available
Individual Leases
Roommate matching service
On~ite volleyball court, 2 fitness centers, 2 swtmming pools, t.
2 clubhouses, computer lab,kand so much more
Rent includes: furniture, electricity, cable & HBO, monitored
alarms, water, sewer, pest control and use of all of our facilities
Beautiful lakeside settings
~

Located on McCulloch Road
just outside the UCF North Gate!

For More Info Call:

366-7474
visit our website at: www.royalproperties.com

For the UCF women's basketball team to reach the NCAA
Tournament, they would have
had to complete a Cinderilla run
through the recent TAAC
Championships.
And while the tenth-seeded
Golden Knights were unable to
win the four consecutive games
required to repeat as TAAC
Champions, they did create
some excitement before bowing
out in the second round.
UCF took on Stetson in the
first round, a team they had been
swept by in the regular season.
Unlike the regular season, however, the Golden Knights jumped
out to a big first half advantage,
and went up by as many as 16
points in the second half. But
Stetson fought back, and tied the
game at 60-60 on an Arny White
three-pointer with 15 seconds
left. After calling a timeout with
nine seconds remaining, senior
guard LaDonna Larry recieved
the inbounds pass, dribbled the
length of the court, and made a
layup with 2.8 seconds left,
clinching a 62-60 victory for
UCF.
Freshman Diana Hill led the
Golden Knights with 14 points
off the bench, while forwards
Erin Paige and LaToya Graham
each had 12. UCF never trailed
in the game, and outrebounded
the Hatters 46-25.
In the second round, the
Golden J.(nights met up with second seeded Campbell. UCF
trailed by only three points at
halftime, but were outscored 3721 in the second half as the
Camels went on to a 71-52 victory. Graham led the Golden
Knights with 11 points and 12
rebounds, while Hill added 11
points. UCF held a 42-29
rebounding ·advantage and shot
42.9 percent, but Campbell was
able to take advantage of 27
turnovers and 26 fouls by the
Golden Knights. The Camels,
the conference's top foul shoot-

ing team, made 28 of 38 free<;
throws in the game.
':
Campbell went on to defeat~ ·
Samford in the semifinals, and .
then claimed the TAAC
Championship by upsetting top
seed Georgia State in the tournament finals. The Camels trailed
by 12 points at halftime, but finished the game on a 22-1 run for
a 66-49 victory. By virtue of the
win, Campbell advanced to the
NCAA Tournament, where they
were defeated 71-42 by Duke in
the first round. Georgia State
received a berth in the postseason NIT, but lost 80-56 to
Virginia Tech in the first round.

Graham, Paige Earn All-TAAC
Honors
Junior forward LaToya
Graham and freshman forward
Erin Paige were recently rewarded for their breakout seasons by
being named to the 1999-2000
All-TAAC Team.
Graham, who made the AllTAAC third team, led UCF in
scoring, averaging 12.9 points a
game, and finished second on
the team in field goal percentage
(.481) and rebounding (6.1). She
reached double figures in scoring a team-high 19 tmes, and
scored a career-high 26 points in
the Golden Knight's second regular season meeting with
Campbell. It the highest scoring
performance by a UCF player
this year.
Paige was named to the
TAAC's All-Freshman Team,
leading UCF with 2.79 offensive
rebounds per game. Her .518
field goal percentage ranked her
first on the team, second among
TAAC freshmen and sixth in the
conference. She finished third on
the team and among TAAC
freshman with 5.6 rebounds a
game, and averaged nearly 10
points per contest.
-DAVID MARSTERS
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UCF EXTENDS WIN STREAK TO EIGHT
The UCF baseball team started and ended Spring
Break the same way to move its current winning streak to
eight games following three-game sweeps at home of
Samford and Cornell. The sweep of Samford has UCF
( 19-8, 3-0 TAAC) tied atop the Trans America Athletic
Conference standings.
"We were ripe and we were ready," Coach Jay Bergman
said. "We played two tough weekends against LSU and
Alabama, and I think those games are really starting to
show up. That's given us some poise and some confidence about how to get on top of people and stay on top."
Starting pitching and offensive production were the
story of the two series as all six starting pitchers earned
the victory in their respective games. The lineup also
provided 68 runs and nine home runs for the pitching
staff to work with.
Dustin Brisson was the leader of the offense while he
set a school record with a 22-game hitting streak that
ended in the series finale against Cornell. However, he
has still reached base in all 27 games this year, drawing
walks in the two games that he has been held hitless.
Justin Pope and Casey Kennedy made sure that UCF
got off to a quick start against Samford (7-9, 0-3). The
right-handed starting combination threw back-to-back
complete games and reestablished that the Golden
Knights rotation could potentially carry it through conference play.
"In my mind, there's no ace (pitcher) on this team,"
Pope said. "Anytime one of us goes out there we have a
chance to throw ·a complete game."
David Rankin assured the sweep in the finale as he
allowed only two hits through five innings during an easy
19-0 victory. The bullpen got plenty of work in relief of
Rankin as they did in the series against Cornell.
While the pitching staff held both opponents at bay, the
lineup pounded out 77 hits and many people broke out of
slumps, including Jeremy Frost andMatt Bowser.
Frost carried UCF to a double-header sweep of Cornell
on Sunday. He went 4-for-4 with two home runs and nine
RBis during the 9-5 and 13-2 victories, while Bowser hit
his first home runs since Feb. 20 and had nine hits and 10
RBis during the six-game stretch.

PHOTo BY JASON KoKOTOFF

Catcher Pete Gavillan has been a key contributor behind the plate, taking over for last year's starter Brent Spooner, who left the
Knights for the professional ranks.
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by MTV's ground zero

for •MTV VJ auditions
hands-on lesson in the newest music software
• spankin new videos •tips from MTV' s house of style
•loads Gf free stuff •choose or lose voter registration
· •a chance to win tickets to the concert ano meet Moby and
Bush •the ground zero se~.ond stage with live performances
from trauma recording artist Bree Sharp •thursday march
23rd from noon to 5 pm at The Green
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•lhe MTV experience continues into the evening with
an exclusive live concert featuring Bush and
special guest Moby
I ticket information I
•tickets available through the ucf ticket
office at (407) 823-6006; P.rice:$24
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Baseball Notebook

_
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"If you hit one ball good,
then you immediately
have confidence in yourself,"
Frost
said.
"Everything definitely fol., lows that one good at-bat,
and everything falls into
place after that."
Justin Pope had the most
dominant pitching performance on Saturday, as
'<t UCF beat Cornell 8-1 in
the series-opener. He allowed the Big Red no
runs on four hits in his first start of the season
in the No. 1 role.
After dismissing Cornell in its final nonconference weekend series, UCF is geared up
for its TAAC schedule to resume with eight
consecutive series against conference opponents. Georgia State is UCF's first bump in
the road that must be overcome on its way
back to TAAC dominance.
"Now everyone around the TAAC knows
that we're sitting atop the leader board and

hopefully we won't move all year," Rankin
said. "This series put Samford down, so hopefully that will be just another team that we
don't have to worry about in the end."

MISSING IN ACTION
Senior pitcher Casey Kennedy missed his
first start of the year against Cornell with t~n
demess in his throwing elbow. Kennedy's last
start was a complete game 10-6 victory in the
series opener against Samford. However, he
scattered 11 hits and six runs to earn the win.

Kennedy missed only one start last year at
Virginia due to a minor shoulder injury. He
has struggled in his last four starts, allowing
at least six runs and 10 hits in three of those
starts. Nevertheless, lJCF is still 6-0 when
Kennedy has started a game.

RARE START
Despite winning four conference championships in the previous seven years, UCF's
three-game sweep of Samford to begin TAAC
play was only the second time in that seven-

year stretch that the Golden
Knights accomplished that
feat. The only other time UCF
started the TAAC schedule 3-0
was following a sweep of
Florida Atlantic in 1998. UCF
has only been swept once by
Stetson to begin the 1996
schedule.

FINAL PREPARAT/ON
UCF plays its final non-conference opponent from outside
the state of Florida Wednesday
when Lehigh visit Tinker Field
at 7 p.m. Lehigh has played one
game in Orlando each year
since 1996 but has provided little challenge for the Golden
Knights. UCF leads the alltime series 4-0 and has
outscored the Mountain Hawks
42-13 in the series.

ETC.
UCF's eight-game winning
streak ties the longest streak
since it won eight in a row from
March 13-26, 1999. Ironically,
both streaks began with two
wins against Siena. . UCF
improved to 8-1 all-time
against Cornell and 10-1
agaip.st Samford.
UCF
improved to 4-3 in TAAC season openers, and 3-1 at home in
openers. . Jason Graham's
home run in the finale against
Samford was the first of his
U CF career. He had hit one
previous collegiate home run
while at Kentucky last year. .
Brian Steenson drove in his
fust collegiate run with a single
in the seventh inning against
Cornell on Sunday. . UCF is
currently 15-3 at home this
year.

-Travis Bell
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Wotnen's soccer nets sterling class
SPECIAL To THE FUTURE

Local high school talents Amanda Sidor (Ormond
Beach/Seabreeze HS) and Lauren DeBellas (Lake
Mary/Lake Mary HS) along with Georgia State ODP
member Lindsay Mair (Atlanta/Chattahoochee HS) have
signed national letters of intent to play soccer for the
University of Central Florida, joining three elite seniors
who committed to UCF in February.
"All the women corning in have amazing skills," said
head coach Amanda Cromwell. "Sidor has great speed
and left-foot serving capabilities, DeBellas has an excellent defensive mentality and a great work rate and Mair
has a nose for scoring and is versatile at midfield and up
top."
Sidor, a 5'9" midfielder from Ormond Beach, tallied 31
goals and 16 assists in her senior year with Seabreeze
high school, taking them to this year's Florida High
School Div. II State Cup Final Four. Also heavily recruited by the University of Florida, Sidor took Target
Tournament MVP honors and was named the Orlando
Sentinel Player of the Week during her senior campaign.
Sidor spent her first three years with Seabreeze as a
defender, earning three all-CountJ, three all-Area, and
three all-Conference selections. Her career could have
been over after tearing an anterior cruciate ligament in
her right knee her freshman year, but Sidor fully recovered, taking all-State honors and the Coaches Award for
Outstanding Performance at the end of her junior year:
DeBellas, a 5'6" defender out of Lake Mary, is a twotime ODP district and regional pool member and twice
made her way to the state ODP trials. Yet another member of the Kumba dynasty (five current Golden Knights
played for Kumba), Debellas helped the club team to four
state finals, including trips to the 1996 and 1999 Florida
State Cup Final Four.
Her defense won Lake Mary High School two regional
championships and two district runner-up titles. She also
carried the Rams to two Div. VI-A Florida state finals,

MacDowell was a member of the F.C. Kumba with five
helping to capture the championship in 1998.
Mair, a 5'7" forward/midfielder with Atlanta's Stone current UCF players, including All-TAAC selections
Mountain soccer club, has been a member of the Georgia Jackie VanLooven (Lake Mary/Lake Mary HS) and "
State ODP team and regional camp since 1995. Last year Brooke Asby (Oviedo/Oviedo HS). MacDowell helped
she was chosen to play for the ODP European tour in carry Kumba to three Florida State Cup Final Four
Italy and Germany and she will represent the team again appearances, winning the championship in 1994 and tak·
ing runner-up honors in 1995.
this year in England.
An ODP (Olympic Development) state finalist every
A four-year starter at Chattahoochee high school, Mair
has helped her team post 40 wins over the past three sea- year since 1994, MacDowell was named to the UF Elite
sons. A natural leader, Mair's team voted her captain for Camp All-Star team in 1998. She won the District chamthe upcoming season, having finished her junior year pionship in the Triple Jump and the 4 x 100-Meter medwith 11 goals and 13 assists and performing well enough ley as a member of the 1998 Lake Howell track and field
team.
in the classroom to receive the Scholar Athlete award.
Clarkson scored 76 goals and 44 assists in her first three
"The whole class is very talented and capable of contributing to the team right away," Cromwell said. "I real- years with the Astronaut high school War Eagles. She
ly enjoyed recruiting them because they are not only helped her team to three District championship titles,
great players, but great people. They will have no prob- three Regional championship appearances, and a berth in
the Florida State Cup Final Four in 1997. In 1997 she was
lems fitting into the team chemistry."
Patty MacDowell, a 5-6 defender/midfielder from the only freshman selected to the All-Space Coast team, i:::.
Maitland, Andrea Clarkson, a 5-9 forward/midfielder out repeating the selection in 1998 and 1999.
A two-time All Cape Coast Conference honoree,
of Titusville, and Courtney Haarhues, a 5-6 midfielder
from Tacoma, Wa., all previously signed national letters Clarkson was voted to the AU-State team last year. Also
of intent to play for the Golden Knights. The three will be a member of her hig~ school track and field team,
primed to fill positions left vacant by the graduation of Clarkson won the 800-Meter at the 1997 regionals and
three-time All-TAAC defender Margrette Auffant, two- helped her 4 x 800-Meter relay team to three regional
time All-TAAC Tournament midfielder Wendy Wiltsey, titles.
A three year ODP regional team selection, Clarkson
team captain Alison Thomas, and four-year starting midtook her club team, the Brevard Premier, to seven State
fielder Monica Holschauer.
"There is a lot of great potential among the three and Cup tournaments. She captained the runner-up squad in
given that we had three freshman start this year, it would 1994 and the finalist squad in 1999.
Haarhues comes from one of the most respected club
not be out of the question for any of these recruits to see
teams in the nation, the Seattle, Wa. F.C. Royals. The .some-start time next season." said Cromwell.
MacDowell was the defensive MVP for the 1998-99 Royals, featured in the January 31, 2000 edition of
Lake Howell Silver Hawks, a team ranked first in the Soccer America, have won the Washington State Cup five
nation by USA Today. She took All-County and All- out of the past six years and are in the tournament again
Conference honors for her role in carrying Lake Howell this year.
Haarhues was the 1999 Offensive MVP for the Stadium
to the Seminole Athletic Conference, District, Regional
and Florida State Championships in 1999. Her defense high school soccer team. She was a first-team AHhas helped Lake Howell post 13 shut outs so far this sea- . Narrows league and first-team All-Area selection iu
1999.
son.

Mom Nonnie
Tells All!
.From Greek image
and responsibility,
etiquette and dining skills,
to sex and dating ...
Mom Nonnie has seen it
.
all as a fraternity
housemother. Now, she's
taking it on the road
and telling it like it is!
Come ready to have fun!
Tuesday, March 29th
At 7:00 P.M. at
The Student Resource
Center Auditorium
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UCF women hire
goalkeeper coach
.
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University of Central Florida women's soccer coach Amanda
Cromwell has expanded her championship staff with the hiring of
full-time goalkeeper coach, Donna Fishter. Fishter brings a combined four years of amateur-league playing experience, four years
of collegiate play and five years of coaching to her post with the
Golden Knights.
"Donna brings many qnalities to the team," Cromwell said. "She
is knowledgable and enthusiastic and has a lot of insight and ideas
to offer. She is not only giving advice on the field, but she has
accepted responsibility to help with fundraising and mental fitness."
Fishter, a 28-year-old Annapolis, Md. native, spent the summer
of 1999 playing with the Tampa Bay Extreme women's amateur
league team, the summer of 1998 with the Orlando Laciyhawks, the
summer of 1997 with the Indiana Blaze and the spring of 1996 with
the Cleveland Eclipse.
A member of the National Soccer Coaches Association of America,
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Amanda Cromwell, UCF's women's soccer coach, will have more help than
legendary Michelle Akers, a volunteer assistant, as Donna Fisher comes
aboard to work with Golden Knight goalkeepers.
Fishter spent 1999 as the head coach of the Trinity Prep School
women's soccer team and 1998 as an assistant coach at Edgewater
high school. She also headed teams under the Volusia Springs soccer ciub from 1998-99 and still coaches the Winter Springs and
Central Florida United club teams.
Even though the Golden Knights posted 13 shut-outs in 23 games
last season, tying them for 6th in the nation in shut-outs-per-game,
Cromwell felt· adding a goalkeeper coach was necessary for her
team to continue to climb the ladder of success.
"Goalkeepers need individual attention," Cromwell said. "I can
offer some insight, but its hard to critique the goalkeepers when I
don't have that experience. Donna has already done more to help
them in one week than I could do in a month."
In addition to training at the Socr.erPlus National Training Center,
Fishter has played for numerous leagues including the Central
Florida League, Indianapolis Indoor League, Diamond Cup
Indianapolis Amateur League and the Anderson YMCA Indoor
League.
Fishter was introduced to collegiate soccer as a member of the
Anderson University (Div.3) women's soccer team from 1992-94.
Her talents not limited to soccer, Fishter and her sister, Colleen,
played on AU's softball team. Voted AU's Most Outstanding
Female Athlete, Fishter joined the AU soccer coaching staff upon
gra,duation with a BA degree in graphic design and communications.
Prior to her illustrious career with AU, Fishter defended the net
for Riverdale High School in Upper Marlboro, Md. A tremendous
baseball enthusiast, Fishter said some of her fondest memories
were attending Baltimore Orioles games at Memorial Stadium (the
predecessor to Camden Yards).
Fishter resides in Lake Mary, Fla., where she also owns and presides over an advertising and design firm called the Panache
Group. She recently founded Salt Shaker Ministries, a non-profit
missions organization that allows her to travel across the world
speaking to young people about her faith and how it coincides with
her life as an athlete. Fishter has also worked as a camp clinician
·
with the Uncharted Waters missions organization.
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Spring footlia11 Noteliook
Spring Game Brings
Surprises, Expectations
While most UCF students
were on their way home or to
the beach on the Saturday
before Spring Break, the
Golden Knight football team
took the field at the Citrus Bowl
for the annual Black and Gold
spring football game. And
unlike last year, when defense
produced the contest's only
points, the offeme did manage
to score this time around.
Redshirt freshman quarterback
Ryan Schneider, working with
first team receivers Kenny
Clark and T)'son Hinshaw,
completed 23 of 32 passes for
329 yards and three TDs to lead
the Black squad to a 28-7 victory over the Gold.
"The guys who stepped up for
most of the spring were the
guys who did it (today)," Coach
Mike Kruczek said. "I. told
everybody the biggest surprise
of spring was Ryan Schneider
and you saw how he was able to
come out here and do a pretty
good job executing for really
being his first time running
things at the varsity level."
The Gold team scored first
when No. 1 . quarterback Vic
Penn connected with walk-on
wide receiver Jimmy Johnson
on a simple out pattern that
Johnson turned into a 68-yard_
TD with 3:59 remaining in the
first quarter. Penn completed 21
of 37 passes on day for 257
yards, one touchdown and one
interception. Johnson finished
with three catches for 88 yards.
The Black squad responded in
a big way, however, scoring on
their
next four
drives.
Schneider connected with
Hinshaw on a 34 yard TD pass
before halftime, and once more
for a 20 yard TD pass in the
fourth quarter. Hinshaw finished the game with 13 receptions for 197 yards. Eddie
Mack scored the first touchdown of the second half on a 10
yard run, and
Schnieder hit Kenny Clark
seven minutes later for another
touchdown. Mack carried the
ball 15 times for 40 yards while
Omari Howard gained 42 yards
.
on eight carries. Clark caught
six balls for 111 yards.
Despite corning out on the
losing end, Penn said the game
was really just about having
some fun.
"They did a lot of good things
and we did a lot of good
things," Penn said. "We moved
the ball and made some plays
but it's kind of winding down
here with the spring game and
it's just for fun. We won't really
take this game very seriously.
It's more for the fans.
"We've had a lot of scrimmages throughout spring and
this was more of a fun type of
day to come out and play college football in the Citrus Bowl·
and have fun. I think everybody
pretty much had a lot of fun."
Though the offense provided

plenty of highlights, the
defense did not go without
gaining attention. Gold linebacker Tony Hardman led
everybody with 10 tackles,
while Senior safety Damian
Demps had five tackles, two
pass deflections, and one interception for the Black squad.
"We came out here with good
excitement throughout the
whole game," he said. "Besides
one big play, we basically
owned the game."
Defensive Coordinator Gend
Chizik was encouraged by his
unit, even more so than after
last year's game.
"Defensively we just had a
really good plan in place," he
said. "This spring we ·worked
on the area of consistency and
they really came along. I think
we're further along in terms of
where we were last year."
And while it was only a
scrimmage, the Black and Gold
game gave the small crowd that
showed up a good show, and
temporarily filled the appetite
of Golden Knight fans who are
waiting for the kickoff of the
2000 season.

Fryzel Stands Out
Sophomore wide receiver
Jimmy Fryzel didn't get a
chance to contribute much last
season, but that will almost certainly change this year. Fryzel
led the Gold team with seven
catches for 81 yards, including
making an incredible one-handed grab while falling out of
bounds near midfield in the
third quarter.
"I didn't think (Vic Penn) was
going to throw it to me," Fryzel
said. "I had a guy under me and
a guy behind me and he let the
ball go, so I just went up and
tried to get to the highest point
with one hand and it stuck and I
just pulled it down."
Following last season, Fryzel
dedicated himself to improving
all aspects of his game. Not
only did he spend a lot of time
in the weight room, where he
can now bench press 360
pounds, but he focused on mastering the playbook.
"I felt more confident because
I have a year under me," Fryzel
said. "Last year, a lot of times
when I got out on the field, I
had to think too much about
what my assignments were.
This year I got to concentrate
more on how to do them and
technique wise. I felt more
comfortable."
"I needed that year just to get
all the plays under my belt. I'm
happy because if I wouldn't
have played last year, I don't
think I would have known the
plays right now."
And in the Black and Gold
game, Fryzel made it obvious
tha~ he knew the plays, and will
look to make many more of
them on the field in the fall.

1: 10 p .m. finding a great job _. .
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UCF coach Mike Kruczek doesn't take sides
during the Black and Gold game, opting to
roam both sidelines during the annual scrimmage and let his assistant coaches take charge
of the two teams. And while he didn't have a
hand in the play calling for either side, he had
plenty of things to say following the game.
One of his biggest concerns was the play of
the offensive line, which will need to be at its
best against big time opponents like Georgia
Tech, Alabama, and Virginia Tech in the fall.
"Our skill guys are going to be good football
players," Kruczek said. "I still have a question mark about our offensive line. We're
going to have to revisit that. We're going to
have to make sure that we get some things
done in offseason conditioning on the field
with technical things; come up with drills to
keep their pad level down as they go through
conditioning. We'll revisit that next week."
According to Kruczek, it is difficult to
gauge how good or bad things went.
"I wanted to get out of this healthy with no :
· injuries and see the effort th,at we really wanted going into this," he said. "It's tough to tell.
I thought we had pretty good effort most of

•

Defensive intensity in mid-season form
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

With time running out in Saturday's
spring game, Gold team quarterback Vic
Penn hooked up with freshman Derek
Ponder for a large gain to move the ball

inside the Black's 5-yard line. One play
later, Damian Demps picked off UCF's
starting quarterback and a wild celebration ensued.
No, Demps' pick didn't salvage a Black
team victory. It just kept the final margin
at 28-7. The bottom line was that the

the way. When you dilute teams, when you I
break it up in the draft, the eJ$:ecution isn't .
nearly as sharp so it's a very difficult thing for
people (fans) up there to say 'they're better
PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF
than they were or weren't.'
E~ward
Mack
(23)
was
the
only
UCF
running
back
to
find
the
end
zone
in the Black and Gold
"But we are a much better football team."

-DAVID MARSTERS

defense didn't want to be scored on.
"Great job, defense," shouted linebackers coach Billy D'Ottavio from the
Black sidelines. "Now let's go out there
and run out that clock."
Meet the 2000 UCF defense. They're
young, improving and, most important,
overflowing with attitude.
"We were hyped for this. To get out
there and really hit and play," Demps
said. "We knew we had good players on
both sides of the ball. Both teams wanted 'to bring it all, which brought out the
best on both sides .
"But this defense, we're on the verge.
We have td show up and be consistent
everytime. We know the talent is there,
but we want to have the mentality that
no one is scoring. We have to show up
all the time."
The defense showed up for most of the
day, dominating the scrimmage with the
exception of bJg plays that allowed the
offense to get on the scoreboard. Long
touchdown receptions by Tyson
Hinshaw, who had two, Kenny Clark,
and Jimmy Johnson, as well as a 10yard TD run by Edward Mack accounted for all the scoring. Other than that,
the high-powered UCF offense was
silenced.
"Absolutely, it was great competition,"
said defensive coordinator Gene Chizik.
"The guys got to run around and make
hits. We've got a lot of young players
who are only going to be better. Players
like Asante Samuel, Elton Patterson,

game, which served as a showcase for a young, energetic defense.

DEFENSE, Page 35
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Schneider leads
Black over Gold, 28-7
FROMPAGE36

offense is that he's not afraid to tell
them what do, and they respect him
because he's not afraid to take a
lick," Cox said. "When we (defensive linemen) say that Schneider's
in the game, we're saying that he's
going to take one step to try and
miss you, and if he don't miss you
he's going to stand there and get the
hell knocked out of him. He brings
a little bit of toughness to the
offense."
Clark says Schneider's toughness
reminds him of a more famous
blue-collar quarterback.
"Everybody loves to play with
him because he's a Brett Favre-type
quarterback," Clark said. "He's hard
nosed. He's not going to let anybody, I mean anybody, talk chump
to him and get away with it. He's
going to make them hurt, one way
or the other."
Despite his recent elevation in status, Schneider's backup job is never
safe. Quarterbacks coach Darin
Hinshaw says there are plenty of
things he still needs to work on.
"He's a very fine quarterback,"
said Hinshaw, "but he's still a fresh-

man and he makes mistakes in different areas and we've got to fine
tune that. He's got to take it from
here and he's got to get better next
fall. We need him as a solid backup
next year, and he could lose the job
if he's not careful.
"He's got some problems with his
work ethic that he's got to fix, and
his footwork and different things
like that, but he's done a real good
job throwing the ball. He's got great
touch and he's done a great job of
being able to complete passes in
certain situations."
Schneider moves forward with
high expectations but with plenty of
support, starting with the player he
is backing up.
"I'm pleased to see Ryan Schneider
go out there and have a great day
today," Penn said. "He's worked
hard and he's overcome a lot of
adversity and he's done a great job
stepping in and taking the No. 2 job.
"He's a typical hard-head. He sits
there arid he'll take a hit and he'll
take a hit and it's not going to affect
his game one bit. He makes throw .
after throw and he makes his reads
PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF
and he did a great job out there
Ryan
Schneider,
who
threw
for
three
touchdowns
in
the
Black
team
win,
hands
to
resdshirt
freshman Sean
today. I'm real impressed with Ryan
Gaudion
(34),
a
fullback
expected
to
compete
for
the
starting
job
with
Dwight
ColHns.
Schneider."
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Defense comes together in Spring drills

'

•
•
•
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Albert Snyder and Don Page had really good showing.
"This is the best the defense has looked at this stage
of the year 'in my three years here. They have had a
tremendous spring and are doing a great job."
Tony Hardman of the Gold led everyone in tackles with 10, while former walkon Chris Pilinko led
the Black with seven. Black linebacker Antoine Poe
and Gold safety Snyder each had six.
Snyder shined throughout ·the scrimmage, breaking
up a sure touchdown by getting back and batting a
ball away from Jimmy Fryzel downfield, and recovering a fumble earlier.
"The move to safety has really helped," said
Snyder, who played comerback last year. "I'm the
type of player that is going to do whatever I'm asked
to, but I feel really comfortable there, because I'm a
real physical player so it suits me well."
Physical play was the recurring theme of the day,

as the defense forced five fumbles with big hits.
Page, Larry Brown, Thomas Andrews and Brandon
Greenlee, all of whom are redshirt freshmen, recovered fumbles. The younger players have brought an
infusion of physicality that is helping the unit come
together.
"We've started to bond and come together,"
Snyder said. "Whether it's in the weight room or on
the field, we're doing things together. If we're like
this now, by the time Georgia Tech comes along (for
UCF's 2000 opener) we'll be in synch."
UCF's defense will look to get stronger and
become more familiar with schemes through film
and study, as the mid-March end to spring practice
gives the team almost five months of uninterrupted
time in the weight room and classroom.
"They are taking great pride in what they do and
it's certainly showing," D'Ottavio said. "Improving
and stopping the offense has been the driving force
and their attitude is great. I'm definitely pleased
with what I've seen from them."

,
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Paul Lounsberry was a critical part of UCF's growth into a I-A program,
serving as a key assistant for 13 seasons with the Golden Knights.
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vacancy in a hurry
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ly as possible, likely under an
interim basis. The Knights
hired linebackers coach Billy
D'Ottavio in that same manner
and then eliminated the interim
tag following the season. Hiring
someone in that manner would
negate
having to _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
advertise
the job
opening
in

•
t
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the

NCAA
News for
30 days
and then
narrowing down
the candidates

dates."
A replacement will likely be
named in the coming weeks, but
Lounsberry's impact on the program will forever be felt.
"Paul is a close friend,"
Kruczek said. "We spent 1!1any
qualities hour together, thousands of them really. He was a
very ded, _ _ _ _ _ _ icated

11
Pro1essiono11y, it's Dgreat opportunity to
go to a Southeastern Conference school
and work for a legend like Coach Lou
Holtz and also to maybe turn around a
program that's down that Ithink con be a
great program and compete for the SEC
championship and the national title. All of
those things are very enticing.
- Former OL Coach, Paul Lounsberry
1

guy
in
taking
this program to
the next
level. He
took a lot
of pride
in what
he did .
He did a
great job

based on
in
certain
recruitcriteria
ing.
I
and then - - - - - - - - - - - - - - think the
interviewing them.
Kruczek No. 1 thing about Paul
does not want to wait that long Lounsberry was his ability to
for someone to take over a seg- recruit kids, which is obyiously
ment he deemed the team's the biggest prioriry of coaches.
"He was tough with his playweak link after spring.
ers
but was a fair guy and com"This is going to be done
posthaste," Kruczek said. "I passionate. His door was
have a few choices and I have always open to listen to peogotten some names of some real ple."
strong offensive line candi-
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Schneider stands out in spring gaine
DAVID MARSTERS

as a senior. He was initially recruited by a
number of colleges, including Auburn, but
most lost interest after saying he lacked the
While much has been made about the mobility needed to play I-A football.
leadership of Vic Penn and the raw talent of
Defensive tackles coach Andy Cox, who
Brian Miller, another UCF quarterback qui- recruits the southeast region of Florida, was
etly became the story of the spring.
pleasantly surprised to find out other
Redshirt freshman
schools didn't want
Ryan Schneider, who _ _ _ _ _ _ , , _ _ _ _ __
Schneider.
"Last time I
spent last season on
checked,
you don't
the scout team, has
emerged as the team's
need him to run if he
can get it there
backup quarterback
throwing it," said
and
proved
he
IJ
deserved the spot
COUIU
u
Cox. "He's not pretty, he doesn't do a lot
with a breakout .performance
in
of fancy stuff. He
just knows how to
Saturday's Black and
play football and
Gold game.
Schneider, benefit- t
win."
ing from being able
Entering this
to throw to first-team
spring, Miller was
wide receivers Kenny
seen as the person
STAFF WRITER

I 1·ust want to compete and try
hard every day, I always felt like
I
play, if I coul'J just get my
chance. I got my chance and I've
performed. I've proved to myself
hat I'm good enough -to p1ay
/
Division I football.
-QB, Ryan Schneider

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Redshirf freshman Ryan Schneider made the most of his opportunities this spring and has
emerged as the front-runner to back up senior Vic Penn at quarterback.

Clark and Tyson - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - most likely to fill the
Hinshaw, led the
void created when
Black team to a 28-7 victory, completing 23 · Kelvin Robinson transferred after last seaof 32 passes for 329 yards, three TDs and son. But while Miller has been inconsistent,
one interception.
Schneider has made the most of his oppor"I told everybody the biggest surprise of tunity.
"I just want to compete and try hard every
spring was Ryan Schneider," Coach Mike
Kruczek said. "You saw how he was able to day," he ~aid. "I always felt like I could
come out here and do a pretty good job exe- play.if I could just get my chance. I got my
cuting for really being his first time running chance and I've performed. I've proved to
things at the varsity level.
myself that I'm good enough to play
"Last year he was a scout team guy and Division I football."
never had any exposure to our offense and
His attitude and toughness are what have
learned it pretty quick and was able to impressed Schneider's coaches and teamtransfer it from the classroom to the. field. mates the most. Schneider (6-2, 215) stands
He's done this all spring."
tall in the pocket and can deliver a pass
Although this is the first time he has even when he is about to take a hit, which
received this much attention as a Golden he doesn't seem to mind.
"The biggest thing I think he brings to the
Knight, Schneider did not come to UCF
without well-known credentials. He won 37
games as a quarterback at Plantation High
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and was named Class 6A Player of the Year

Lounsberrv leaves Knights tor South Carolina
TONY _MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

UCF's offensive coordinator/offensive line coach Paul Lounsberry, a
mainstay with the staff the past 13
seasons, resigned last week to take
a job on Lou Holtz's staff at the
University of South Carolina.
He will be one of two offensive
line coaches for the Gamecocks
and returns to the SEC, having
served at the University of Florida
from 1985-87 before coming to
UCF.
"First of all, financially it's a
move I have to do to protect my
family and do what's best for them,
" Lounsberry said. "Professionally,
it's a great opportunity to go to a
Southeastern Conference school
and work for a legend like Crnich
Lou ;Holtz and also to maybe turn
around a program that's down that
I think can be a great program and
compete for the SEC championship and the national title. All of
those things are very enticing.
"I struggled with it really hard. I
have a lot of friends here, being
here 14 years. Mike Kruczek is
like a brother and all these guys on

UCF aims, to con-

tinue winning
the staff here are great and all the
people at UCF and all the people
around Orlando who I've built
friendships with I'm going to miss
tremendously. I really do have
mixed emotions but it's something
I feel I have to do for my family
and for myself professionally and
I'm excited about South Carolina,
too."
Lounsberry personally recruited
Daunte Culpepper and helped
bring him to UCF, and was promoted to offensive coordinator last
year, although Coach Mike
Kruczek still called all tb-e plays.
He has been a key figure in UCF's
ascension as a Division I-A program.
"Building UCF to a I-A program
and being successful at the I-A
level, that's a strong legacy,"
Lounsberry said. "And of course
recruiting Daunte is probably the
single thing I feel really good
about. But there's a lot of good
things."
Kruczek expects to have a new
offensive line coach hired as quick-
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streak.on the road
TRAVIS BELL '
STAFF WRITER

CFF FILE PHOTO

Former offensive line coach Paul Lounsberry sees a bright
future for UCF, but couldn't pass up the opportunity to return
to the SEC as a member of Lou Holtz's staff at South Carohna.

· The true test of a team's character is
defined by how well it can play on the
.;road, especially in conference play. UCF
gets an opportunity to prove itseJf this
weekend with a three-game series at
Georgia State.
After rolling through its opening con- ·
ference series at home against Samford
and dismissing Cornell in a non-conference three-game se~ UCF faces the
biggest surprise of the Trans America
Athletic Conference. The Panthers, who
were predicted to finish seventh in the
preseason coaches' poll, have jumped out
to an unexpected 15-9 start.
"I think that's the difference (is winning
on the road)," Bergman said. "If you can
go on the road and get two out of three or
get a sweep then you have a chance to be
the top team in the conference."
More importantly for GSU is that they
are 10-1 at home, and they have established that they can defend their home
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